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INTRODUCTION 
The primary goal of this paper is to prove: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a linearly reductive afine linear algebraic 
group over a field K of arbitrary characteristic acting K-rationally on a 
regular Noetherian K-algebra S. Then the ring of invariants R = So 
is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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This is a stronger result than was conjectured in [28] or [29], where 
S was assumed to be a polynomial ring over K and the action of G was 
assumed to preserve the grading. (The issue was first raised in [33] and 
c341.1 
For basic facts about Cohen-Macaulay rings and invariant theory, 
the reader should consult Sections 3 and 10, respectively. 
We note that the main results of Hochster and Eagon [34], the papers 
of Hochster [29], Laksov [45], and Musili [56] on Schubert varieties, 
the thesis of R. Kutz [44], and quite a few other papers, in characteristic 
0, are immediate consequences of the Main Theorem here, and the 
main result of [28] ( w h ere G was GL( 1, K)m) follows from our Main 
Theorem in all characteristics. These results will be discussed in greater 
detail in Section 1. 
When G is linearly reductive, R = SG is a direct summand of S as 
R-modules: the Reynolds operator p (see Section 10) gives an R-module 
retraction S + R, and this fact plays a crucial role in the proof. Briefly, 
there is a reduction to the case of a graded “minimal” counterexample 
(Section ll), and then a contradiction is obtained by utilizing two 
separate reductions to characteristic p > 0 while preserving “finitely 
many consequences” of the fact that SG is a direct summand of S. See 
Sections 12, 13, 15, and 16. A more detailed sketch of the argument 
is given in Section 4. 
The following result, which is used in the proof of the Main Theorem, 
is of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION A. Let L be a field, y,, ,..., ynl indeterminates over L, 
s = L[y, )...) y,,], and Y = Proj S = P 2. Let K be a subfield of L, and 
let R be aJinitely generatedgraded K-algebra with R, = K. Let h: R --f S 
be a K-homomorphism which multiplies degrees by d. Let P be the irrelevant 
maximal ideal of R, and let X = Proj R. Let U = Y - V(h(P)S). Let y 
be the K-morphism from the quasiprojective L-scheme U to the projective 
K-scheme X induced by h. 
Then 
vi*: Hi(X, 8,) ---f Hi(U, ou) 
isOfori> 1. 
R C S is said to be apure subring (see Section 5) if for every R-module 
M, M -+ M OR S is injective. The importance of Proposition A for us 
is that if R is a direct summand of S, or even a pure subring of S, the 
maps yi* must be injective and we can conclude that Hi(X, 0x> = 0, 
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i > 1. The study of pure subrings is forced upon us, because in the 
reduction to the graded case in Section 11 we lose the direct summand 
property but retain purity. 
In characteristic p the situation is simpler in many respects, and we 
obtain the following sharp result: 
THEOREM. If 5’ is a regular Noetherian ring of characterktic p > 0, 
and R is a pure subring of S (e.g., if R is a direct summand of S), then R 
is Cohen-Macaulay. 
The proof (see Section 7) depends on a local cohomology analogue 
of Proposition A: 
PROPOSITION A’. Let (R, P) b e a local ring of characteristic p > 0, 
and let h be a homomorphism of R into a regular Noetherian domain S. 
Suppose that for a certain i the local cohomology module Hpi(R) hQs$nite 
length. Then if i # 0 or h(P) # 0, the homomorphism 
is 0. 
Finally, we remark that the regularity condition on S is quite essential: 
an action of GL(1, K) on the affine coordinate ring of a homogeneous 
hypersurface may have a ring of invariants which is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Moreover, even an algebra retract of a Gorenstein domain may fail to 
be Cohen-Macaulay. See Section 2. 
1. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we discuss a number of consequences of the Main 
Theorem and various applications. In particular, (a) we recover quite 
a few known results, (b) we discuss grade-sensitive complexes whose 
existence is implied by the Main Theorem, and certain ideal-theoretic 
consequences, (c) we note, by virtue of the Theorem, that Serre- 
Grothendieck duality will hold in a valuable form for many (singular) 
orbit spaces of reductive groups, (d) we observe a corollary on the 
vanishing of cohomology of sheaves on certain projective varieties, and 
(e) we consider a result which asserts that certain rings of invariants are 
Gorenstein and not merely Cohen-Macaulay. 
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(a) Recovery of Known Results 
Because of their frequent occurrence, determinantal loci have been 
intensely studied for quite some period of time (cf. [34], [46], [63], [69]), 
and ultimately motivated the conjecture of our Main Theorem. 
Let K[Y, ,..., YJ denote the algebra generated over the ring K by 
the entries of the matrices Y1 ,..., Y, . 
Suppose that X is an Y by s matrix of indeterminates over a field K, 
let I be the ideal of K[X] g enerated by the t + 1 by t + 1 minors of X, 
and let R = K[X]/.T. Let U, V be Y by t, t by s matrices of new inde- 
terminates, respectively. Then the K-homomorphism K[X] -+ K[U, VI 
which takes the entries of X to the corresponding ones of the product 
matrix UV has kernel 1, and R = K[XJ/I s K[UV] C K[U, V]. 
See [52] or [34, Proposition 271. If G = GL(t, K) acts on the l-forms 
and hence all of S = K[U, V] in such a way that if A E G, A takes the 
entries of U, V to the corresponding entries of UA-l, AV, respectively, 
then at least if K has characteristic 0, SC = K[UV]. See [80, Chap. II, 
Sections 6 and 141 or [17, Chap. 21. It was an open question for some time 
whether K[X]/1 h as to be Cohen-Macaulay. This was proved for 
t + 1 = r in [18], independently in [12], and, again, in [21]. In fact, 
the last two papers give explicit free resolutions of K[X]/l over K[X]. 
(Recently, resolutions have been found for the cases t + 1 = r - 1, 
r = s by Gulliksen and Negard [26] andt+l=r-l,s=r+l 
by K. Y. Poon [67], and T. Svanes has shown that K[X]/I is Gorenstein 
if Y = s [78]. (See also [19].) The p ro bl em for t + 1 = 2 was solved 
independently by Chow [14] and D. W. Sharpe [76], [77]. The general 
case was finally obtained by Hochster and Eagon [34], where the 
connection with invariant theory was noted. Of course, the characteristic 
0 case of this theorem on the minors follows at once from the Main 
Theorem here. Indeed, the main results of [34], of the three papers 
[291, [451, and [561, and of the thesis [44] all follow at once, in the 
characteristic 0 case, from the Main Theorem here. 
Since these results can be described simultaneously in a succinct way, 
we recall the conclusions. 
Let K be any field, let Vi be a ti+l by ti matrix of indeterminates, 
1 < i < 112, and let Vi be a ti by j, matrix of indeterminates, 1 < i < m. 
Let G,,, be either 
(i) the trivial subgroup of GL(t,+l , K), or 
(ii) sL(Ll , K), or 
(iii) O(t,+, , K), 
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and let G = (nzr GL(ti , K)) x G,,, . Define an action of G on 
K[U, , V,] as follows: given (A, ,..., A,,,) E G, let it act by taking the 
entries of U, into those of A,+,U,A;‘, 1 < i < m, and the entries of 
V, into those of A,V, , 1 < i < m. Let W be the concatenation of the 
matrices 
Suppose W is r = tm+r by s. Let S = K[U, , V,]. 
Case (i). G,,, is trivial. In this case, if the characteristic of K is 0, 
then SG = K[Wj. Regardless of the characteristic, if we map an r by s 
matrix of indeterminates X onto I&‘, the kernel I1 of the K-homo- 
morphism K[X] -+ K[Wj has the following form: for suitable integers 
0 < so < Sl < --- < s, < s, I1 is the ideal generated by the t + 1 by 
t + 1 minors of the submatrix of X formed from the first (leftmost) st 
columns of X as t varies, 0 < t < m. See Sections 2 and 8 of [34]. 
It is shown in [34] that KIX]/Il g.g K[ FVj is Cohen-Macaulay regardless 
of the characteristic. The Main Theorem here yields that K[lVJ is 
Cohen-Macaulay if the characteristic is 0. 
Case (ii). Here, G,,, = SL(r, K). Let R, be the subring of K[Wj 
(IV as in Case (i)) generated by the Y by r minors of IV. Regardless of 
the characteristic, Proj R, is a typical Schubert variety. If the charac- 
teristic is 0 SC = R, . We refer the reader to [36], [37], and [70, 
pp. 37-381 for general information about the Grassmann and Schubert 
varieties. It was shown independently in [29], [45], and [56] that R, 
is Cohen-Macaulay regardless of the characteristic. Of course, the Main 
Theorem here recorvers the result if the characteristic is 0. (A weaker 
local form is obtained in [39], and further results and generalizations 
may be found in [57] and [78].) 
Case (iii). G,,, = O(r, K). Let W be as in Case (i), and let IV be 
its transpose. Let R, = K[WWj. Let Y be a symmetric s by s matrix 
of indeterminates. If we consider the K-homomorphism K[Y] -+ R, 
which maps Y onto IVIV, the kernel I3 has the following form: for the 
same integers 0 < s, < sr < .a* < s, < s as in Case (i), I is generated 
by the t + 1 by t + 1 minors of the s1 by sf submatrix of Y in the upper 
left-hand corner, 0 < t < m. This is proved in [44], where it is also 
shown that, regardless of the characteristic, R, is Cohen-Macaulay. 
If the characteristic is 0, then Ri, = SC, and the result is recoverable 
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from our Main Theorem. (A partial result along these lines is obtained 
in [5] and [6].) 
Because GL( 1, K)m is linearly reductive regardless of the characteristic, 
we recover completely the main result of [28] which is our Main Theorem 
here in the special case where G = GL( 1, K)“, S is a polynomial ring 
over K, and the action of G is degree-preserving. A different proof of 
this special case is given in [40]. We note that the study of special cases 
of this result in [4] and [14] was motivated by applications to counting 
problems in the study of zeta functions. 
Remark I . 1. The results on Cohen-Macaulay rings discussed above 
which are valid in all characteristics are proved by studying the com- 
binatorics of large (but finite) families of ideals in the rings involved. 
For example, in [28] the proof depended on showing that a family of 
ideals “fit together” like the faces of a polytope, and then utilizing the 
shellability of polytopes [IO]. Another aspect of the proofs of the results 
valid in all characteristics is that one must establish that large classes of 
ideals consist of radical ideals. Quite generally, this type of problem is 
intimately connected (see [30]) with the problem of showing that large 
classes of ideals have Cohen-Macaulay residue class rings. 
Remark 1.2. The fact that the proof of the Main Theorem is carried 
out primarily in characteristic p is remarkable because there are few 
linearly reductive groups in characteristic p. See Section 10. 
Remark 1.3. Let R be a torsion-free (i.e., Z-flat) finitely generated 
Z-algebra, and let Q be the rationals. If Q oz R is Cohen-Macaulay 
(which is the kind of result which follows from our Main Theorem), 
then for all but finitely many prime integers p, if K is any field of 
characteristic p, then K oz R will be Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, there is a 
“tendency” for the Main Theorem to remain true in characteristic p 
when the representation comes from one defined over Z. This does not 
explain why there are so many cases where the results work for every p, 
however. 
Remark 1.4. If a complex Lie group G acts by the adjoint action on 
its Lie algebra g and we extend the action to the symmetric algebra 
s = S(g) of g over C, then under certain conditions developed by 
Kostant in [42], S is free (and hence faithfully flat) as an SC-module, 
which as noted in [34, p. 10301 certainly shows that SC is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Thus, in some sense we are extending a part of Kostant’s 
results. 
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(b) Grade-Sensitive Complexes and Ideal Theory 
In this subsection we shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, that 
the linearly reductive group G over K is acting on the polynomial ring 
S = K[Y, ,..-, rml so as to preserve degrees. Then R = SC will be 
generated over K by finitely many forms of S, and we can write 
R g K[zo ,..., zJ/I. Here, we assume that z,, ,..., zt map to generating 
forms of R, and we grade T = K[xO ,..., zr] so that the homomorphism 
preserves degrees. Then I will be a homogeneous ideal of T and is the 
solution to the “second main problem of invariant theory” (cf. [SO]) 
for this particular representation. In this situation, the assertion that 
R G T/I is Cohen-Macaulay is equivalent to the assertion that I is 
perfect, i.e., pd*T/I = grade I (see Section 3). Let X be a graded 
T-free minimal resolution of T/I. The study of grade-sensitivity of 
complexes in the sequence of papers [2], [ll], [22], [27], [31], [64], [65], 
and, in particular, [31, Theorem 3 and Corollary 1.21, lead to the 
following corollaries of the Main Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. With notation as in the preceding paragraph, so 
that So s T/I, the length of Z is equal to grade I = height I, and X 
is grade-sensitive. That is, if u0 ,..., u t are elements of a Noetherian K- 
algebra B, and we make B into a T-algebra by means of the homomorphism 
h which takes zi to ui , 0 < i < t, then if J = h(I)B and E is any B- 
module of Jinite type such that JE # E, then the grade of J on E is the 
number of vanishing homology groups, counting from the left, of the complex 
% @r E. In particular, ;f the grade of J on E is equal to grade I, then 
X Qr E is acyclic. 
COROLLARY 1.6. With notation as in Proposition 1.5, let E = B. 
Let g = grade I (=pdrT/I = length X). Then every minimal prime 
of J = h(I)B has height at most g, and if the grade of J is as large as 
possible, i.e., g, then J is perfect (in fact, % Qr B is acyclic and therefore 
gives a resolution of length g), hence, grade unmixed, and all the associated 
primes of J have grade g. 
If J hasgradeg and B is Cohen-Macaulay, then the associatedprimes of J 
all have height g, and Bl J is again Cohen-Macaulay. 
Thus, it is natural to think of X as a generalized Koszul complex. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Consider the case where I is the ideal generated by 
the t + 1 by t + 1 minors of an r by s matrix of indeterminates over 
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K, and T is generated by the indeterminates. Then Corollary 1.6 asserts 
that if B is a Noetherian K-algebra and [Uij] is any Y by s matrix over B, 
then: 
(I) Any minimal prime of the ideal J generated by the t + 1 by 
t + 1 minors of [Q] has height <g (g = (Y - t)(s - t) in this case); 
(2) If J # B and grade J = g, then J is perfect, grade unmixed; 
and 
(3) If, moreover, B is Cohen-Macaulay, then J is height unmixed 
and B/J is Cohen-Macaulay. 
From the Main Theorem here, we recover this result when K has 
characteristic 0. Actually, it is true for all characteristics and even when 
B is not an algebra over a field (cf. [34, Theorem 11). 
Remark 1.8. By virtue of the results of [3] and [31], the Noetherian 
condition on B may be dropped if the notion of “grade” is suitably 
modified in the non-Noetherian case, and part of the conclusions of 
Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 remain valid. 
Remark 1.9. Statements similar to Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 
can be made whenever R = SC can be represented as T/I, where T is 
a regular Noetherian ring. 
(c) Serre-Grothendieck Duality for Orbit Spaces 
Let X be a projective scheme of pure dimension r over a field K. 
If we choose a closed embedding X--t Y = P,“, then 
turns out to be independent of the embedding and is called the canonical 
sheaf on X. Let 9 be a coherent Ox-module. W(X, 9) = Ext&(Ox , F), 
and WX, OX)( = Ext&(~, , go)) turns out to be isomorphic to K. If 
we fix the isomorphism, the Yoneda pairing induces a pairing 
This pairing is nonsingular for all i, 9 if and only if X is Cohen- 
Macaulay (cf. Remark 3.3). (Note: If X is nonsingular, gx is isomorphic 
to the determinant of the cotangent bundle, sZ,r, and if 9 is locally free, 
then Ext&‘(F, ,wx) s Hr-i(F’ @0X wx), where 9’ is the dual of F, 
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and the result above, Grothendieck duality, reduces to Serre duality.) 
See [I, Chap. I, Section 1, or Chap. IV, Section 51. 
The point is that we get a useful version of Serre-Grothendieck 
duality on X if and only if X is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Since orbit spaces of linearly reductive algebraic groups have homo- 
geneous coordinate rings which arise as rings of invariants, the Main 
Theorem here enables one to conclude that a useful form of duality 
holds for many such orbit spaces. 
(d) Vanishing of Cohomology 
Let R be a finitely generated graded K-algebra, and let (X, Ox) = 
Proj R have dimension r. If R is Cohen-Macaulay, then Hi(X, 0,) = 0, 
1 f i < Y - 1. In fact, R is Cohen-Macaulay in the case r > 1 if and 
only if the grade of the maximal ideal is at least two and W(X, R(d)“) = 0 
for all d and 1 < i < r - 1 (see Section 5 for notation). In a number of 
interesting cases (cf. [54, Lecture 13]), the sheaves R(d)” comprise 
all the line bundles. In any case, the Cohen-Macaulay property for R 
implies the vanishing of higher cohomology (1 < i < r - 1) for a 
number of interesting line bundles on Proj R. 
In the graded case of the Main Theorem (i.e., S is a polynomial ring 
over K and the action preserves degrees), R = SC is Cohen-Macaulay, 
and the remarks above about vanishing of cohomology on Proj R apply. 
(e) Semisimple Groups and Gorenstein Rings 
Recall that a local ring (R, P) is Gorenstein if the injective dimension 
idRR of R as an R-module is finite, in which case id,R = dim R, R is 
Cohen-Macaulay, and if x1 ,..., xk is part of a system of parameters for 
R R/(x, ,..., xk)R is again Gorenstein. If dim R = 0, R is Gorenstein 
if and only if, equivalently, either R is injective or ann,P g RIP. An 
arbitrary Noetherian ring R is Gorenstein if R, is Gorenstein for every 
prime (equivalently, every maximal) ideal P of R. See [7] or [38] for 
general information. 
Murthy has shown [55] that if R is a homomorphic image of a regular 
Noetherian ring and R is a Cohen-Macaulay UFD, then R is Gorenstein. 
Now suppose that G is a connected semisimple group over a field K of 
characteristic 0 and that otherwise we are in the situation of the first 
paragraph of part (b). The hypothesis on G implies that it is linearly 
reductive (see Section 10). Since G is connected semisimple, it has no 
nontrivial characters into the multiplicative group of units of S, and, 
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hence, SC is a UFD. (Confer [23, Chap. V, Exercise 61.) By the Main 
Theorem, SC will be Cohen-Macaulay, and therefore Gorenstein. 
COROLLARY 1.9. If G is a connected semisimple group and K has 
characteristic 0, and G acts on a polynomial ring S so as to preserve degrees, 
then R = SG is a Cohen-Macaulay UFD, and therefore Gorenstein. 
In the special case where G = SL(r, K) acts on K[X] (where X is an 
r by s matrix of indeterminates) so that A E G takes the entries of X to 
AX, the ring of invariants S G = K[r by r minors of X], the usual 
homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmann variety (cf. part (a), 
Case (ii)). (Th e result is actually valid regardless of the characteristic 
in this special case (see [29, Corollary 3.21, [37], and [70, Chap. I, 
Proposition 8.51). 
2. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let x, y, x, *, v), tl , 2 t be indeterminates over a field 
K, and let f = x5 + yu4 + zv4. Let S = K[x, y, x, u, v, t, , tJ(f ). 
As observed in [34, p. 10561, S is a Gorenstein UFD, and Spec S is 
evidently a rational variety. Of course, S is graded. But there is an 
action of G = GL( 1, K) on S such that SG is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
See [34, p. 10561. Th us, the hypothesis of regularity on S cannot be 
weakened very much in our Main Theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Our results here imply that, frequently, when R is 
an R-module retract of a regular ring S, R is Cohen-Macaulay. One 
might hope that if R is an algebra retract of S, the hypothesis that 
S be regular might be weakened. The following example shows that it 
cannot be weakened very much. 
Let a, b be indeterminates over a field K, and let R = K[a2, as, b, ab] C 
K[a, b]. R is not Cohen-Macaulay: a2, 6 is a system of parameters but 
a3(b) = ab(a2). Let t be a new indeterminate, and let 
S = R[a4t, b2t, a2bt] C K[a, b, t]. 
The t-grading on R[t] induces a grading on S such that S, = R, and 
thus R is an algebra retract of S. But S is Cohen-Macaulay and, in fact, 
Gorenstein. 
Map K[x, y, u, v, p, p, s] K-homomorphically onto S by taking the 
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variables to a2, b, a3, ab, a4t, b2t, a2bt, respectively. R G K[x, y, u, wJ/&, , 
where I,, is generated by the 2 by 2 minors of 
xyu v 
[ u v x2 xy I 
and S E K[x, Y, u, v P, q, WI , where I1 is generated by the 2 x 2 
minors of the L-shaped array: 
P s-l 
s 
c. 
41 
xyuv 
-I v x y. 
This is not difficult, although a bit tedious, to check. We use ’ for 
images module I; . Now y’ - p’ = b - a% is prime in S. This follows 
from the facts that it is prime in K[a, b, t] and that (b - a4t)S is 
contracted from K[a, b, t]. (Th is is not difficult to check, if one describes 
R and S in terms of the grading on K[a, b] given by deg(aibi) = 2i + j.) 
Hence, y’ - p’, x’ is an R-sequence. Now, 
WY -P’, 4s = QY, @, 0, q, 4/f, 
where 
and q is not a zero divisor on 1. For if yq E J, we must have y = olu + fly 
and ~lvs + /3s2 E (u2, n2, yu, uo, y2, ny - su, ys). The pairs ((Y, /3) = (u, 0), 
(w, 0), (y, -u), (s, -v) lead to y = u2, UV, 0, su - vy E J. Hence, if 
some ((Y, 18) leads to y 4 j, we can subtract off multiples of these pairs 
so that 01 E K[q]. Taking graded pieces, we can assume 01 = qk. Then 
qkvs + j3s2 E (u”, 9, yu, uv, y2, vy - us, ys) 
2. qkvs E (u2,v2, yu, wu, y2, wy - us, ys, s2), 
and hence vs E (~2, n2, yu, UD, y2, vy - us, ys, s2), a contradiction. 
Thus, y’ - b’, x’, q’ is an S-sequence. If Q is the homogeneous 
maximal ideal, we certainly have grade QSo = 3 and S, is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Likewise, since 
So/(Y’ - b’, x’, q’) So r S/( y’ - b’, x’, q’)S 
- K[Y, u, v, sl/(u2, +y% w  9, fJy - w, y’s, vs, 9) =
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which is a O-dimensional Gorenstein ring (the annihilator of the maximal 
ideal is spanned by the image of vy). Hence, So is Gorenstein, and, 
therefore, so is S. See [35, (4.10)], [48, Chap. II], [49], and Lemma 3.2 
here. We note that the ring S is identical with the ring S/(Q + rS), 
where S/Q is the ring studied in (2.3) of [32]. 
Remark 2.3. If S is Cohen-Macaulay and a finite group G whose 
order 1 G 1 is invertible in S acts on S, then it is rather easy to show 
that R = SG is Cohen-Macaulay. (There is even a partial converse 
for groups generated by reflections, for, essentially by an argument 
of Chevalley [13], S is faithfully flat over SC under certain circumstances 
when G is a finite reflection group: see [34, Proposition 161.) The point 
is, roughly, that a system of parameters for R is still a system of parameters 
in S, hence an S-sequence, and because ideals are contracted, it then 
turns out that it must be an R-sequence. 
But in the situation of this paper, even if S is a polynomial ring and G 
preserves the grading, nothing like this argument can work. If R = SG 
and P is the irrelevant maximal ideal of R, it may be that R is a polynomial 
ring in n variables while either (a) PS is mixed and has a minimal prime 
of height one, or (b) PS is prime and ht PS = 2. 
To see (a), let GL(I, K) act on K[x, ,..., x, , y] by a: (x1 ,..., x, , y) -+ 
( ax, ,..., ax, , a-‘y). Then R = K[x,y ,..., x,y] and PS C yS. 
To see (b), let X be an n - 1 by n matrix of indeterminates, and 
let SL(n - 1, K) act on S = K[X] by A: X + AX. Then SG is 
generated by the n maximal minors of X, and is a polynomial ring, and 
PS is height 2 prime of S. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. In characteristic p, if G is semireductive ([23, p. 1891 
or [60]), or even if G is finite, SC need not be Cohen-Macaulay, even if 
S is a polynomial ring, G is cyclic, and the action preserves degrees. An 
example is given by M. J. Bertin [8], where K is an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic 2, S = K[x, , xa , xs , x4] where the cyclic group 
of order 4 acts: the generator acts on the one-forms by the linear trans- 
formation whose matrix is 
The argument in [S] is quite computational. We want to point out 
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that one gets similar examples for every p > 5 and one does not need 
to do any computations. The work has already been done in a paper of 
Serre [72]. 
Let S be as above but with K of characteristic p > 5. Let the cyclic 
group of order p act, using the same matrix as above to give the action 
of the generator. For some d and a “generic” form f of degree d in 
R = SC, X = Proj(R(d)lfR(d))(where R(d) = C edln R,) will be a 
nonsingular surface such that H1(X, 0,) # 0. (Serre shows this in [72]; 
he is interested in the failure of Hodge theory in characteristic p. For 
this X, ho1 # KO.) Since Hl(X, 0,) # 0, R(d)/fR(d) is not Cohen- 
Macaulay (cf. Proposition 5.1). Hence, neither is Red) and neither is 
R = SC ([34, Proposition 121). 
Both these examples and Bertin’s example are non-Cohen-Macaulay 
UFD’s (UFD’s by the same reasoning as in [S]). 
3. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC FACTS 
All rings are assumed commutative, associative, with identity, and 
homomorphisms are assumed to preserve the identity. Modules and 
algebras are assumed to be unitary. Graded rings are assumed graded 
by the nonnegative integers, unless the contrary is indicated (Z-gradings 
are utilized, particularly in Section 5). A local ring is a Noetherian ring 
with a unique maximal ideal. “R has characteristic p” is meant to imply 
that p is a positive prime integer and that R is a (Z/pZ)-algebra. 
We write dim R for the Krull dimension of R. Primes are assumed 
proper; (0) is prime in R if and only if R is a domain. If P is prime in 
R, height P (ht P) denotes dim R, . 
If E is an R-module, we say that rl ,..., 7, is an E-sequence or a regular 
sequence on E if (rl ,..., 7,)E # E and for each i, 0 < i < n - 1, rifl 
is not a zero divisor on E/(7, ,..., ri)E. 
If R is Noetherian, E is of finite type, and I is an ideal of R such that 
IE # E, then the grade of 1 on E, grade(1, E), is the length of any 
maximal E-sequence contained in I (they all have the same length), 
and is also the least g such that Ext,g(R/I, E) # 0. The terms “depth” 
(“profondeur”) and “homological codimension” are also used for this 
notion in the literature. We refer the reader to [2], [38], [51], [59, 
Section 271, [68], [74, Chap. Iv]. The grade of I on R is referred to 
as the grade of I (as an ideal). If (R, P) is local, the grade of P on E is 
referred to as the grade of E (as a module). 
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We recall that a Noetherian ring R is Cohen-Macaulay if one of 
the following equivalent conditions holds: 
(1) For every prime P of R, grade P = ht P. 
(2) Any ideal generated by an R-sequence has no embedded 
primes. 
(3) For any prime P, every system of parameters of R, is an 
Ri,-sequence. 
(4) For every maximal ideal P, some system of parameters in R, 
is an R,-sequence. 
We refer the reader to [38], [51], [59, Chap. 31, [81, Appendix 61, 
and [34, Section 31 for further information. 
Let T be either a polynomial ring over a field K or a regular local 
ring, and let 1 be a proper ideal, which we assume to be homogeneous 
in the first case. Then R = T/I is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if I is a 
perfect ideal of T, i.e., pd, T/I = grade1 (see [68] or [34, Sections 0 
and 3), where pd denotes projective dimension. See also [62]. 
Finally, we note the following fact: If R is a finitely generated graded 
algebra over a field K, then R is always module-finite over the 
(polynomial) subring A generated by any homogeneous system of 
parameters. Such an R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if for some 
(equivalently, every) such system of parameters, R is a finitely generated 
(graded) free A-module. (Confer [34, end of Section 21.) 
We shall need the following basic facts about Cohen-Macaulay 
rings. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let h: (R, P) -+ (S, Q) be a local homomorphism of 
local rings (so that h(P) C Q), and suppose that S is flat as an R-algebra. 
Then 5’ is a faithfully pat R-algebra, h is injective, and 
(1) dim S = dim R + dim SIPS, 
(2) grade,Q = grade,P + grade,l,,QlPS. 
(Note that SIPS g (R/P) OR S.) H ence, S is Cohen-Macaulay if and 
only if both R and SIPS are Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. See [24b, Chap. IV, Corollaire (6.1.2) and Proposition (6.3.1)] 
or [51, Theorems 19 and 50, Corollary I]. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If R is finitely generated over a field K or over 2, the 
integers, the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus 
{P E Spec R: RP is not Cohet-Macaulay) 
is Zariski closed. 
If R is a finitely generated graded algebra over a Noetherian base ring 
K, then R is Cohen-Macaulay (respectively, Gorenstein) if and only if 
its localization at each homogeneous maximal ideal is. Moreover, if K is 
a field, the defining radical ideal of the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus is 
homogeneous. 
Proof. The first statement follows from [24b, Chap. IV, Corollaire 
6.11.31. The second statement is proved in [48, Chap. 21, [49], and [35]. 
The argument for the last statement is the same as in [35, proof of 
(4.10)] if K is infinite. If K is finite, let L be an algebraic closure. 
5 = L BK R is faithfully flat over R, and for each maximal ideal Q of 
S, if P =.Q n R, P is maximal of the same height as Q and 
dim So/P,!?, = 0, so that So is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if R, is, 
by Lemma 3.1. The defining radical ideal J (respectively, I) of the 
non-Cohen-Macaulay locus in S (respectively, R) is the intersection 
of the maximal ideals which contain it, since these are Hilbert rings. 
But Q r> J if and only if Q n R 3 I, i.e., Q 3 I, and J = rad IS. The 
homogeneity of I then follows from that of J: if f is a component form 
ofanelementofI,fEJnR=I. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a field, R a Jinitely generated graded K-algebra 
with R, = K and irrelevant maximal ideal P. If Rb is Cohen-Macaulay 
for every prime B # P of R, then X = Proj R is Cohen-Macaulay. If R 
is generated by R, and X is Cohen-Macaulay, then Rb is Cohen-Macaulay 
for every B # P. 
Proof. Let R* = (R,),[f, l/f], where f is a non-nilpotent form of 
degree d > 0, so that R* = C @tEZ(Rj)td. If R is Cohen-Macaulay 
except at P, then R, is Cohen-Macaulay. Rt is integral over R*, which 
is a direct summand of R, as R*-module. By [34, Proposition 121, R* is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Therefore, (Rt),, is Cohen-Macaulay. 
If R is generated by R, and B # P, then there exists f E R, such that 
f 6 B. If X is Cohen-M acaulay, then (Rr),, is Cohen-Macaulay, and so is 
R, = R* = (R,),[f, l/f]. Therefore, RB is Cohen-Macaulay. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. If R = K[x, y, xx, yx, 91 C K[x, y, z] = S, where 
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x, y, x are indeterminates, then Proj(R) = Proj(S) is Cohen-Macaulay, 
but Ro is not Cohen-Macaulay if Q = (x, y, XZ, yz)R = (x, y)S n R. 
Thus the assumption “R is generated by RI” is definitely needed in 
the last statement of Lemma 3.3. 
4. OUTLINE OF THEPROOF 
In this section we shall sketch the proof of the Main Theorem and 
also indicate how the rest of the paper fits together. 
First of all, it is easy to reduce to the case where G is connected 
(cf. Section 10). From Section 11 on, it is assumed that G is connected, 
and the Main Theorem is proved in a superficially stronger form: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a connected linearly reductive affine linear 
algebraic group over a field L, and suppose that G acts K-rationally on a 
Noetherian K-algebra S such that for every G-invariant prime Q of S, So 
is regular. Then the ring of invariants R = SG is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark 4.2. The apparent weakening of the regularity condition on 
S has no geometric interest: if the singular locus of S is closed, then G 
will permute the finitely many minimal singular primes of S, and 
since G is connected, it will fix them. Hence, if S has any singular 
primes and the singular locus is closed, it has G-invariant singular 
primes. 
We need to state the theorem in the above form to get our induction 
to work. 
In Section 11, it is shown by passing to suitably chosen form rings 
and considering generalized Rees rings that if there is a counterexample 
to Theorem 4.1, then there is also a counterexample to Theorem 4.3 
below. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let K CL beJields, let S = L[y, ,..., ym], a polynomial 
ring, and let R be a Jinitely generated graded K-subalgebra of S with 
R, = K. Let P be the irrelevant maximal ideal CL, Rn of R. Suppose 
that R is a pure subring of S and that R9 is Cohen-Macaulay for every 
prime ideal 9’ # P of R. Then R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Thus, it suffices to prove Theorem 4.3. This is accomplished in two 
pieces. The first piece consists of the proof of Proposition A, already 
stated in the Introduction. The proof of Proposition A when K has 
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characteristic p is much easier than the characteristic 0 case, and is 
already accomplished by Section 7. (In fact, all the main results in 
characteristic p are proved early, in Section 7.) The characteristic 0 
case is handled by reduction to characteristic p. First, one trivially passes 
to a situation where K = L and R C S. Then one descends to a setup 
in which the ground ring is a finitely generated Z-subalgebra A of K. 
This is done in Section 12. One is free to localize at finitely many 
nonzero elements of A to get a “good approximation” of the situation 
which holds when A is a field. (What one wants to do is make sufficiently 
many A-modules flat.) Assuming the result false, one then obtains a 
contradiction after tensoring with K = A/& for some maximal ideal &? 
of A. K has positive characteristic, and in Section 13 one completes the 
proof by using a refinement of the original characteristic p argument 
of Section 7. Key technical lemmas needed in the reduction from 
characteristic 0 to characteristic p are proved in Sections 8 and 9. 
What we need to know about sheaf cohomology and local cohomology 
is summarized in Section 5. 
Once Proposition A is established, it follows from this result and 
Corollary 6.10 that since R is pure in S, Hi(X, 0,) = 0, 1 < i, under 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3. We can assume dim R 2 2, certainly, 
and then because R is pure in S, R is integrally closed and R has grade 
at least 2. Moreover, since R is pure in S, every ideal is contracted 
from S, and hence, if f0 ,..., f, is a homogeneous system of parameters 
for R, (f. ,--, fi>S n R = (fo ,..., f,)R, 0 < i < r - 1. Theorem 4.3 
then follows from the following result, whose proof constitutes the second 
piece of the argument: 
PROPOSITION B. Let S = L[y, ,..., y,] be a polynomial ring, let 
K be a subjield of L, and let R be a finitely generated graded K-subalgebra 
of S with R, = K and irrelevant maximal ideal P. Suppose that: 
(1) R has grade at least 2. 
(2) RI is Cohen-Macaulay for every prime ideal 9 # P of R. 
(3) Hi(X, 0’x) = 0, 1 < i < dim X = r. 
(4) R has a homogeneous system of parameters fO ,..., f, such that 
for each i, 0 < i < r - 1, (fO ,..., f,)S n R = (fO ,..., fi)R. 
Then R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
The proof of Proposition B also proceeds by reduction to characteristic 
p. Using local cohomology duality, one shows that Red) = C BdIn R, 
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is Cohen-Macaulay for large d (Section 14). One descends (Section 15) 
to a situation in which K, L are replaced by finitely generated Z-algebras 
A, B, and, after localizing at finitely many nonzero elements of the 
domain A, one can pass to characteristic p while preserving the relevant 
facts. In characteristic p, one uses the fact that Red) is Cohen-Macaulay 
for one d to show that R@‘) is Cohen-Macaulay for all sufficiently large e, 
and then, by a trick involving the Frobenius, one can show that R must 
have been Cohen-Macaulay. This final stage of the argument is carried 
out in Section 16. 
5. RJ?SUMBOF COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we fix notation and review some relevant facts con- 
cerning sheaf cohomology on projective and quasiprojective varieties, 
and local cohomology. The reader unfamiliar with sheaf cohomology 
over schemes may find the discussions in [16], [47], [54], and [71] 
initially more helpful than, say, the encyclopedic treatment in [24a]. 
Throughout this section, R denotes a Noetherian ring which we 
assume to have the structure of a finitely generated (nonnegatively) 
graded algebra over a Noetherian ring A = Ro . (Even if R has no such 
structure, we can give it a trivial grading: Ro = R and R, = 0, d > 1.) 
We shall letfa ,..., f, denote forms of R, and E denote a finitely generated 
graded R-module (E may have finitely many negative pieces). If d is 
any integer, define a new graded module E(d) by 
JW, = Ed+, > all q. 
Now, if f,, has degree d, let K’(fo ; E) denote the right complex of 
graded modules and degree 0 maps with 
Ki(fo ; E) = 0, i #O, 1, 
K”(fo ; E) = E, 
Wfo ; 4 = Wo), 
where the map Ko(fo ; E) -+ K1(fo ; E) is induced by multiplication 
byfo . 
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The graded complexes K’(f,‘; E) form a direct limit system, as 
indicated by the diagram: 
,j+t’ 
0 - E - E((t + t’) do) - 0 
II /I f4 II 
fo’ 0 -----+ E - E(td,,) - 0. 
The limit complex may be identified with 
graded in the usual way, and we denote this complex by K(f,~o; E). 
Let us abbreviate f = f0 ,..., f, , and F = f-,f ,..., fni, t > 1. We 
define 
K.(fi E) = ( & K’W; W) OR J% 
where E is regarded as a complex concentrated in degree 0 and BR is 
graded. The direct limit system structures on the individual K*(f,‘; R) 
induce a direct limit system structure on the K*(f”; E), and the limit 
lim,, K*(ft; E) may be identified with 
which we shall denote K(f”O; E). 
We next define new complexes C’ by lowering degrees 1 and dropping 
the augmentation in degree - 1, i.e., if 1 < t =$ co, 
Ci(f"; E) = Ki+l(F; E), i # -1, 
C-l(ft; E) = 0, 
and the map Ci -+ Ci+l is the same as the map K”+l+ Ki+2, i > 0. 
We note that all of these complexes are graded (e.g., they are direct 
limits of graded complexes), and we denote the dth graded pieces of 
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K*(ft; E), C(ft; E) by K;(ft; E), C;(fl; E), respectively. Note that 
Ki+&ft; E) = K;(ft; E(8)), and likewise for C*, 1 < t < co. 
We next want to discuss the significance of these complexes. 
(a) Consider the case where A = R and the grading is trivial. 
Let I be any ideal such that radI = rad(fa ,...,f,). Then the local 
cohomology modules H,‘(E) ( we refer the reader to [25, Chap. 21 and 
[75]), which are usually defined in this affine case as lim,, Ext;(R/lt, E), 
may also be viewed ([25, Theorem 2.31) as 
l!y H’(K(f$ E)) = H(K.(f”; E)). 
(b) Consider the case where R is graded and the fO ,..., f, are 
forms of positive degree such that rad(f, ,..., f,) is the ideal 
rad(C @da1 Rd). Let (X, 0,) = Proj R. Then the Xj, are an affine 
open cover @ of X. 
For any finitely generated graded module E over R, let E” be the 
corresponding coherent sheaf on X. (Recall that if f is a form, 
4 = SPec((RAcJ9 and that r(Xt , E”) = (Er)o .) 
Then it follows that 
&.(fm; E) = Co-(fm; E(d)) 
is precisely the Cech complex V(%; E(d)“), and the cohomology of this 
complex is the same as the Grothendieck cohomology H-(X, E(d)-). 
(See also [24a, Proposition 2.1.31.) We now have: 
H’(X, E(d)-) = H’(C;(fa; E)) 
= ‘;I H(C;(ft); E)). 
If P is the ideal C Bd)r R, , we see that the local cohomology modules 
H;(E) may be expressed in terms of the Grothendieck cohomology of 
the sheaves E(d)“, thus: 
and 
ff,O(E) = ker (E+x O-~CdCmr(X,-f@)^)), 
fJ$(E) = Coker (E-C O--m<d<m r(X,-W)-I), 
H&q = c O--m<d<rn fF(X, -w)-), i 3 2. 
If A = K, a field, H,i(E) over R is the same as HiRp(Ep) over R, 
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(for P is maximal), and the first nonvanishing Hpi(E) occurs when 
i = grade,(P, E)(=grade+(PRp , Ep)). See [25, Theorem 3.81 or [75]. 
We have now recovered in a stronger form the following result of 
Grothendieck (see also [41, p. 4151): 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that A = K is a jield and that P is the 
irrelevant maximal ideal of R. Then: 
Grade(P, E) > 1 if and only if 
is injective. 
E + c O--m<d<m WG E(W) 
Grade(P, E) > 2 if and only ;f 
is bijective. 
E + c O--co<d<m WG E(d)-) 
Grade(P, E) > g, where 3 < g < dim R, 
if and only if 
E -+ c O--m<d<m WG W-) 
is bijective and 
F(X, E(d)-) = 0, --cO<d<cq l<i<g-2. 
(c) Suppose that R is graded and that f. ,..., f, are forms of 
positive degree, as in (b). Let I = (f-, ,..., fn)R, but do not assume that 
radI=P.ThenU=X-V(I) is an open subscheme of X = Proj R, 
and the Xfi are an affine open cover % of U. In this case, C,‘(f”O; R) is 
precisely the same as the Cech complex %*(@; Ou), and hence its 
cohomology is the same as the Grothendieck cohomology of 9, . Thus: 
H’(U, 0,) = H.(C<(f”; R)) 
= l&r H(C;(ft; R)). 
6. PURE SUBRINGS 
An injection of R-modules E -+ E is called pure (or E’ is called 
a pure submodule of E) if for every R-module M, M gR E’ + M QR E 
is injective. We shall think of this property here as a weakening of the 
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condition that E’ be a direct summand of E (which is obviously sufficient 
for E’ to be pure). It also suffices that E/E’ be R-flat, by virtue of the 
exact sequence 
TorlR(M, E/E’) -+ M @R E’ + M @ E. 
We shall say that the ring homomorphism R + S is pure, or that R is 
a pure subring of 5’ by virtue of this homomorphism, if it is injective 
and makes R into a pure submodule of S. An equivalent statement 
is that M s M @R R + M OR S is injective for every R-module M. 
We denote the map M --f M @R S by j, (j,(m) = m @ 1). Evidently, 
it suffices to consider finitely generated modules M. 
It follows that we have purity if R is a direct summand of S as an 
R-module, if S is faithfully flat over R, or if SIR is R-flat. The reader 
can easily verify that if R -+ S and S + T are pure, so is R --+ T. 
Remark 6.1. Under the conditions of the Main Theorem (even if S 
is not regular), SC --f S is pure. By virtue of the existence of the Reynolds 
operator (see Section lo), SC is a direct summand of S. In making the 
reduction to the graded case (Section ll), the direct summand property 
is apparently lost, but it is easily shown that purity is retained. 
We record a trivial but useful fact: 
LEMMA 6.2. If R + S makes R into a pure subring of S and T is any 
R-algebra, then T -+ T @R S makes T into a pure subring of T QR S. 
In particular, for each ideal I of R, R/I --+ S/IS is pure and therefore 
injective, and for each prime P of R, R, -+ S, is pure. 
COROLLARY 6.3. If R -+ S is pure and I is an ideal of R, then 
IS n R = I. 
Remark 6.4. It is easy to see that the question of whether R --t S is 
pure is local on R, i.e., R ---t S is pure if and only if R, --t S, is pure for 
every maximal (equivalently, prime) ideal P. 
The following generalization of Corollary 6.3 will be very important 
to us, easy as it is. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If R -+ S is pure and NC M are R-modules, then 
Sj&N) 17 j,(M) = jw(N), i.e., j;‘(Sj,(N)) = N, where j, is the 
injection M -+ M @R S. In still other words, if we regard M as an R- 
submodule of M QR S, then every R-module N of M is contracted with 
respect to S. 
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Proof. We have a commutative diagram: 
and the rows and columns are exact. Clearly, 
SjM(N) = Im(N @ S + M @ S). 
Hence, if j,(m) E SAM n j,(M), then qyM(m) = jM&m) = 0, 
and since j,/, is injective, q(m) = 0 and m E N, as required. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.6. Suppose that R -+ S is pure and that X is a complex 
of R-modules. Then the induced map 
j: H’(S) -+ H’(Sf @JR S) 
is injective. 
Proof. Let us examine the map Hi(%) + Hi(X & S). Let N be 
the image of the i - 1 term Mimi of X in the i term M, . We have the 
commutative diagram 
where j, = j,( . Let m E ker d, be such that jam represents 0 in 
cohomology. Then j,m E Im(M,-, BR S) = S( j&V), which implies, by 
Proposition 6.5, that m E N, and represents 0 in Hi(Z). Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.7. Of course, we can state the same result for homology. 
Now suppose we are in the situation considered in Section 5(a). 
Let 5’ be a Noetherian R-algebra. There is a natural map 
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If fact, if we regard 
H,‘(E) = W(K’(f~; E)), 
and we let f’ be the image of f in S, then 
and 
H;,(E @R S) = Er(lc(f’y E @R S)) 
K.(f’m; E OR S) c E(fm; E) OR S. 
Thus, if we let X = K*(f”; E), we have a commutative diagram: 
Hence: 
COROLLARY 6.8. With notation as above, zjr R ---t S is pure, then 
is injective. In particular, 
is injective. If R, S are graded, R -+ S multiples degrees by d, and I is 
homogeneous, then 
is injective for all i E 2. 
Remark 6.9. The subscript i is used above for the Z-grading on 
H,‘(R) (or KS(S)) d in uced by the grading on the complex K*(f”O; R) 
described in Section 5. Here, f = f. ,..., f, are forms which generate 
an ideal whose radical is the same as rad I. (This grading is easily shown 
independent of the choice of f.) 
Now, let R, S be graded Noetherian algebras, and let h: R -+ S 
make S into an R-algebra. Suppose that h multiplies degrees by d. Let P 
be the irrelevant ideal of R, i.e., the ideal generated by the forms of 
positive degree. Let (X, 0,) = Proj(R), (Y, 0,) = Proj(S), and let 
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(U, 0,) be the open subscheme of Y corresponding to U = Y - V(PS). 
Then h induces an affine morphism 
h*=qxU+X. 
In fact, the X, , where f is a form in P, form an affine open cover of X, 
the Uhtf) , f is a form of P, form an affine open cover of U, and on the 
ring level we have 
Xf = SpeWfh), 
G(f) = SpeWh(fhJ, 
and since h multiplies degrees by d, there is an induced ring homo- 
morphism 
Pfh -+ 6%fh * 
Let f = fO ,..., f, be forms in P such that rad(fo ,..., fn) = rad P. 
We have induced maps of Grothendieck cohomology 
f&*: Hi(X, 0,) -+ Hi( u, 0,). 
Since H’(X, 0,) g H*(C;(f”; R)), H’(U, 0,) E H*(C;(h(f)“; S)) 
(cf. Section 5(b, c)) and C’(h(f)““; S) g C*(f”; R) OR S, we easily see 
that the maps qr* are induced by the maps 
j: C(fm; R) + C(fOD; R) OR S. 
Hence, if R is pure in S, the induced map 
W(@(f”; RR)) + H-(C’(h(f)“; S)) 
is injective, and taking 0th graded parts (in general, we could take ith 
and dith graded parts), we have that the maps q~* are injective. That is: 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let h: R -+ S be a homomorphism of graded 
Noetherian algebras which multiplies degrees by d. Let X = Proj(R), 
Y = Proj(S), and let U = Y - V(PS), where P is the irrelevant ideal 
of R. Let q~ be the induced morphism U + X. If R is pure in S, then 
vi*: P(X, 0,) + H”( u, 0”) 
is injective for every i. 
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We next want to give a useful characterization of when a homo- 
morphism h: R + S from a local ring R into an arbitrary ring S is pure. 
Let P be the maximal ideal of R, let K = RIP, and for any R-module M, 
let b,(M) = b(M) be th e injective hull of M (cf. [38], [SO]), and let 
Ed : M ---f E(M) be the embedding of M in its injective hull. b(M) is 
an essential extension of M, i.e., every nonzero element has a nonzero 
multiple in M (more precisely, Ed), and a module homomorphism 
from b(M) is injective if and only if it is injective when restricted to M. 
Let E = C?(K), and let 1 E E be e,(l) where 1 E K is the identity. Then: 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Let R be local, as above, and let h: R --f S be 
a ring homomorphism. Then h is pure if and only zf jE( 1) # 0. 
Proof. If h is pure, jE is injective, and so j,(l) # 0. Now assume 
j,(l) # 0, but h is not pure. Then we can choose a finitely generated 
R-module M and an element m E M - (0) such that j,(m) = 0. If we 
choose N sufficiently large, m $ PNM. Thus, if M’ = M/PNM and 
m’ = m + PNM, jM(m’) = 0, b u m’ # 0. It follows that we may t 
assume that M has finite length, so that ass(M) = {PI. But then b(M) 
is the direct sum of finitely many copies of &, say, b(M) g E*, and we 
have the commutative diagram 
M@RS--+ g(M) @R s 
iiT4 
t t 
mu, 
0-M EM b(M), 
and it is clear that j, is injective if jdCM) is. It suffices to show, then, that 
j, is injective. This is clear, since j,(l) # 0 implies j, is injective on 
E,(K), and E is an essential extension of EK(K). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.12. If h: R -+ & Si = S is pure, and pi is the 
product projection S -+ S, , 1 < i < q, then af R is local, there is an i 
such that p,h: R -+ Si is pure. 
Proof. Let 1 E E = C!?,(K) b e as above. Since the image of 1 in 
EOR SC EOR(CORLSi) is nonzero, the image of 1 in E @R S, 
is nonzero for some i. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.13. Let R be local with maximal ideal P, and suppose 
that h: R +- S is pure. Let h denote completion with respect to P or PS 
(S = lim,, SIPtS). Then h: R -+ S is pure. 
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Proof. Since every element of E = a(K) is hilled by a power of P, 
E @JR 5’ is identical with E’ @)R S, where E’ = &g(K) is actually the 
same as E (E is already a module over a). Hence, the image of 1 in 
E’ @a ,!? is not zero. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.14. S # a & S although this is true when S is module- 
finite over R. Of course, a -+ a @a S is pure by Lemma 6.2. 
We conclude this section with the following observations: 
PROPOSITION 6.15. Let R be a pure sub&g of S. 
(a) If S is Noetherian, R is Noethmian. 
(b) If S is an integrally closed domain, so is R. 
Proof. (a) If (In> is an ascending chain of ideals in R, {Ins} is 
eventually stable in S, and since I, = (1,s) A R for all n, {In} is 
eventually stable. 
(b) Let KC L be the fraction fields of R, S, respectively. Since 
principal ideals of R are contracted from S (all ideals are), R = K n S 
is integrally closed. Q.E.D. 
7. THE MAIN RESULTS IN CHARACTERISTIC p 
We proceed at once to the proof of the characteristic p Theorem of 
the Introduction, which contains the Main Theorem in characteristic p. 
We must show that if R is pure in a regular ring S, then R is Cohen- 
Macaulay. R is Noetherian by Proposition 6.15. If R is not Cohen- 
Macaulay, we can choose a prime P such that R, is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
R, will be pure in Sp , and S, is still regular. Henceforth, we assume 
that R is local. Among the counterexamples to the Theorem with R 
local, we choose one in which R has smallest possible Krull dimension. 
Since S is regular, it is a finite product of regular domains. It follows 
that we may assume that S is a domain, by Corollary 6.12. 
Moreover, we can assume that the local ring (R, P) is complete. For 
if we complete R, S with respect to P, PS as in Corollary 6.13, we have 
that: 
(1) purity is retained, i.e., fi -+ 9 is pure, 
(2) the Krull dimension of A is the same as that of R, 
(3) fi is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if R is, and 
(4) S is still regular. 
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(The maximal ideals of ,!? correspond to those of S which contain PS. 
If M 1 PS and l@ = MS are corresponding maximal ideals, the 
completion of SA with respect to i@.!?u is naturally isomorphic to the 
completion of S, with respect to MS, , which is regular.) 
We have now reduced to the following situation: 
(1) S is a regular domain (even if we lost the domain property 
when we completed, we can make the reduction to this case again). 
(2) R is a complete local domain which is a pure subring of S. 
(3) For any prime 9 of R except P, R9 is Cohen-Macaulay. 
(For R9 is pure in S, and R is a counterexample of smallest possible 
Krull dimension.) 
Since the first nonvanishing local cohomology module Hpi(R) occurs 
when i = grade R, it will suffice to show that Hpi(R) = 0, 
0 < i < r - 1, where Y = dim R. 
As a first step, we show that these modules have finite length, using 
local duality theory. Since R is a complete local domain, we can write 
R = T/I, where T is regular and I is prime [15J. We now use the 
following: 
LEMMA 7.1. Let (T, Q) b e a regular local ring, and let R = T/I, 
where all associatedprimes of I have the same height. Let P = Q/I. Suppose 
that for each prime 9 # P of R, R9 is Cohen-Macaulay. Let Y = dim R. 
Then Hpi(R) has jinite length, 0 < i < Y - 1. 
Proof. Let n = dim T, and let Di = ExtFmi(T/l, T). Di is a 
Noetherian T-module and is killed by I. We shall show that for i + T, 
Di has finite length. It suffices to show that if 9 # Q is a prime of T 
containing I, D9i = 0. Now D9i E Ext”,,-i(T2/IT9 , TA). Let 9 = S/1. 
Since TJIT, s RY is Cohen-Macaulay, IT, is a perfect prime ideal 
of TST, and since it was assumed that I is height unmixed 
j = pd,,T,/IT, = grade IT, = ht IT, = ht I = n - r, independently 
of the choice of 3, and Extn-i(T,/IT, , T2) is nonvanishing precisely 
when n - i = j, i.e., i = r, as required. 
Now since Di is killed by a power of Q, 0 < i < Y - 1, Di s fii g 
Ext$-i( T/IT, T), which is the Matlis dual (obtained by taking Homr 
into gT(T/Q)) of Hoi(T/I) z Hpi(R) (cf. [24, Theorem 6.31). (Note: 
Hoi( T/1) = H&p/j).) S’ mce the Matlis dual of Hoi(T/I) has finite 
length, so does Hoi(T/I) = Hpi(R), as required. 
Q.E.D. for Lemma 7.1. 
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We have now established that Hpi(R) has finite length, 0 < i < T - 1. 
Since R is pure in S, the induced map 
is injective for every i, by Corollary 6.8. But it follows from Proposition 
A’, stated in the Introduction, that this map will be zero if Hpi(R) has 
finite length. 
Thus, we can complete the proof of the Theorem by proving 
Proposition A’. 
We now assume that (R, P) is any local ring of characteristic p > 0 
and that h is any homomorphism (not necessarily injective) of R into 
a regular Noetherian domain S. We also assume that for a certain i, 
Hpi(R) has finite length, and that i # 0 or h(P) # 0. Then if 
7: &lpi(R) -+ His(S), we must show that r) = 0. 
We shall abbreviate M = Hpi(R). Let 2l = ann,M, and let 
b = arm, q(M). From the fact that H,i(R) has finite length, 2l is 
primary to P. We want to show that b = S. 
If A is any ring of characteristic p, let FA (we frequently omit the 
subscript) denote the Frobenius homomorphism A -+ A (so that 
FAe(u) = UP’). 
It is obvious that hF,” = Fseh. Call the common value of these he. 
Then the first commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms below 
yields the second diagram of maps of local cohomology: 
Rh-S H:(R) n, f%(S) 
where PS means h(P)S and the indicated isomorphisms follow from the 
facts P = radF”(P)R and rad PS = rad he(P)S. 
Let 8, = annS S,(M) (so that b = 23,). Since 6,(M) = fl,(a,(M)) 
and a,(M) C M is killed by ‘%, KS C 23, . On the other hand, 8,(M) = 
yJq(M)). Now, ann,T(M) = 8. Let us write S, for S regarded as an 
S-algebra via the structural homomorphism Fse: S -+ Se. Since S is 
regular, Se is faithfully j?at over S (in fact, this characterizes regular 
rings in characteristicp: see [43]). N ow, he(P)S = Fse(PS)S and the map 
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is induced, on the complex level, by applying OS S, . Since S, is flat 
over S, we have a commutative diagram: 
where j(u) = u @I 1. Since arm, q(M) = !B, where q(M) C H&(S), and 
since Y,MW) is the image of T(M) under the flat change of rings 
S --t S, , the annihilator of y,(v(M)) is simply the expansion of the 
annihilator of q(M) to S, = S, i.e., 8, = F,e(d)S. (We need here that 
v(M) spans a finitely generated S-submodule of I&(S).) But then 
2IS C 23, C 23~” for every integer e > 0, and %S C n, 23~‘. 
Now, if h(P) = 0, it is clear that 7 = 0 for i > 1 for 77 factors through 
H$,(R/P) = 0. Thus, we may assume h(P) # 0, and since ‘3 is primary 
to P and S is a domain, ‘&‘3 # 0 and n, 23*” # 0. Since S is a Noetherian 
domain, this implies 23 = S, i.e., 7 = 0. Q.E.D. for Proposition A’, 
the characteristic p Theorem of Section 0, and the Main Theorem in 
characteristic p. 
Remark 7.2. There are various ways of sharpening Proposition A’. 
First note that there is an action of the Frobenius on Ifpi( induced 
by the ring homomorphism FR : R -+ R, which gives a map 
Then: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let h: R -+ S be a homomorphism of a local ring 
(R, P) of characteristic p into a regular Noetherian domain S. Let M be a 
subset of Hpi(R) which is closed under the action of the Frobenius and 
such that the R-module spanned by M isJiniteZy generated (equivalently, has 
finite Zength, since Hpi(R) has D.C.C.). Then if i # 0 or h(P) # 0 and 
we have r)(M) = 0. 
7: H/(R) --f Hjs(S), 
The proof of this result is, word for word, the same as before. 
Remark 7.4. Let R be a finitely generated graded K-algebra, 
where K is a field of characteristic p, and let P be the irrelevant maximal 
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ideal. Assume R, = K. Let h: R --t S be a K-homomorphism of R 
into S = L[ y0 ,..., ym], where L is an overfield of K, and suppose that 
h multiplies degrees by d. Thus, we are in the situation of Proposition A 
of the Introduction, but in characteristic p. Let X, Y, U be as in the 
statement of Proposition A (Introduction). Then from Section 5 we have 
that the map 
gJc*: fP(X, 0,) --+ H’(U, O,), i > 1, 
is essentially the degree 0 part of the map 
We can now deduce Proposition A in characteristic p from Proposition 
7.3 above. Since P is maximal in R and every element of Hi+‘(R) or 
H$(S) is killed by a p ower of P, we may identify Hi+‘(R) z Hii: 
and H;:‘(S) g Hail, where S, = S,-, . Now the action of the 
Frobenius on Hi+‘(R) multiplies degrees by p, so that if we let M be 
the 0th graded piece, M is closed under the action of the Frobenius, 
and M g H$(X, 0 x is a finite-dimensional K-vector space, so that M ) 
spans a finitely generated R-submodule of H$+l(R). We may now apply 
Proposition 7.3 and the proof of Proposition A in characteristic p is 
complete. In fact, the same argument shows that all the nonnegative 
twistings R(d)” have cohomology which maps to 0. The whole non- 
negative part of the local cohomology has finite length and is closed 
under F. 
Remark 7.5. We do not know whether Proposition A’ is true in 
general (i.e., without assuming characteristic p). It seems likely if the 
rings involved are essentially of finite type over a field. If it were true 
in general, then a pure subring of any regular Noetherian ring would be 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
In general, there are tricky technical problems involved in proving 
theorems about vanishing of sheaf cohomology by reduction to charac- 
teristic p when there are quasiprojective varieties involved. See Remark 
8.4. We use a fairly subtle argument in the sequel to handle these 
difficulties here, involving some fairly technical contortions in Section 9. 
The argument keeps track of exactly what is going on in the annihilators 
of certain local cohomology modules, but only certain graded pieces 
come into it. See Sections 12 and 13. 
Remark 7.6. One oddity of our proofs is the seemingly nongeometric 
60711312-3 
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way in which the fact that S is regular is brought to bear: even when 
we start out in characteristic zero, the idea is to pass to characteristic p, 
and then the only essential use made of the regularity of S is that 
Fse: S --t S is flat. But the regularity of S is essential: see the examples 
of Section 2. 
8. GENERIC FREENESS 
Throughout this section and the next, A is a Noetherian domain 
with field of fractions K, and R is a finitely generated A-algebra. It 
is well-known (e.g., [24(b), 6.9.21 or [51, Chap. 81) that if M is an 
R-module of finite type, then there is an a E A - {O> such that Ma is 
A,-free. In our reductions to characteristic p, we shall need a stronger 
result (corresponding to the case N = 0 in Lemma 8.1 below). Although 
all we need is flatness, it is just as easy to establish something better: 
freeness. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let S be an R-algebra of jinite type and E a finitely 
generated S-module. Let M be a jinitely generated R-submodule of E, and 
let N be a Jinitely generated A-submodule. Let D be the A-module 
E/(M + N). Then there is an a E A - {0} such that D, is A,-free. 
Proof. First consider the case where N = 0. Let A’ = Im(A -+ R) 
and R’ = Im(R + S). Suppose R = A’[r, ,..., r,J and S = R’[s, ,..., sk,]. 
Let Rj = A’[r, ,..., rj] and Si = R’[s, ,..., sj]. We use induction on 
K + K’. If K = k’ = 0, D is a finitely generated A-module and has 
a prime filtration. If a E A - (0) is in all the nonzero primes which 
occur, D, is A,-free. 
Now assume K + K’ > 0. If K’ 3 1, let M? = S,M. Then D has 
the filtration 
with factors MJM, M.JM, ,..., M~~/M~~-l, D/M,, . For the first k’ - 1 
terms n/r,+,/n/r, , 0 < i < k’ - 2, we may take a new k* = k + i, 
k’* = 1, and k + k’ decreases. For the next to last term, Mk,/Mkrwl, 
we have the same k + k’, k’ = 1, and Mk, = SMk,-, . For the last 
term, k + k’ is the same but k’ = 0. Thus, we may assume that we are 
in one of two cases: 
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(a) K’ = 1 so that S = R’[s](s = si) and E = SM, or (b) k > 0, 
K’ = 0. 
In case (a), we have 
For t > 0, let E, = M + MS + *** + MS”. Then D has the filtration 
OCE,/MCE,/MC...CE,/MC..., 
where the union is D, and the factors are EJM, E2/E1 ,..., E1,,IEl ,... . 
Now, E,,,IEt g M/M,*, where M, * is the R-submodule of M defined by 
M,“=(m~M:s~+lrn~M+Ms+...+Ms~). 
Then {M,*}f is an increasing sequence of R-submodules of M and hence 
is eventually constant. Thus, the filtration of D has only finitely many 
distinct factors, up to isomorphism, each of which is a finitely generated 
R-module (same K, but K’ = 0). We can localize at a E A - {0} so as to 
make all these factors free, and it is then easy to see that D, becomes free. 
Now consider case (b), where K > 0, K’ = 0. Let d1 ,..., dq generate 
D = E/M, which is simply an R-module (S = R). Let Dj = Ci Rj di ; 
the factors of the resulting filtration have smaller K + K’ except D,/D,-, , 
which has the same K + K’ but K’ = 1, and this is another instance of 
case (a). (Of course D, = D.) This completes the proof for the case 
N = 0. 
Now suppose, possibly, N # 0. First, localize so that (E/M), becomes 
A,-free. Then Im N, will be contained in an A,-submodule C of (E/M)a 
spanned by finitely many of the free generators of (E/M), , so that C 
has a free A,-complement C’ in (E/M), . Thus, (E/M), = C’ @ C, 
where C’ is A,-free, C is A,-free and finitely generated, and N, C C. 
By the first part, we can localize further so that C/N, becomes free. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Suppose that D is as in Lemma 8.1 and K @A D = 0 
(i.e., D is an A-torsion module). Then there is an element a E A - {0} 
such that D, = 0. 
Proof. Choose a such that D, is A,-free. Then K Qa, D, c 
K @A D = 0 implies D, = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Suppose that D is as in Lemma 8.1, and d E D is 
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such that 1 gA d E K BA D is not zero. Then there is an a E A - (01 
such that for every A,-algebra B # 0, I Qa, d E B Qa, D, is not zero. 
Proof. The hypothesis 1 @A d j; 0 simply says that the map A + D 
which takes 1 to d is injective. D/Ad has the same form as D, and hence 
we can choose a E A - (0) such that (D/Ad), is Am-free, and, 
in particular, A,-flat. Let B be a nonzero A,-algebra. Since 
Tor,Aa(B, (D/Ad),) = 0, B + B Qa, D, is injective, and since B # 0, 
l@,,d#O in B@, a D,. Q.E.D. 
Remark 8.4. Suppose that R is graded, R, = A, that I is a 
homogeneous ideal contained in the irrelevant ideal P, and let 
U = Proj(R) - V(1). Let ZF be a coherent sheaf on U. It would make 
things quite a bit simpler if one could localize at a single nonzero element 
a E A and get the cohomology modules Hi( U, 3) to be A,-free. However, 
this is not possible in general, since Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 
of Chap. III of [66], which they prove for characteristic p, are false over 
a field of characteristic 0. (Hartshorne’s counterexample is given in 
[66, Chap. III, Section 4.51). If one could free the A-modules Hi( U, g), 
then it would be possible to deduce the characteristic 0 case from the 
characteristic p case. We use the results of Section 9 to sidestep this 
issue. 
9. GENERIC UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF KOSZUL 
COHOMOLOGY ALONGTHE FIBERS 
The following rather technical result will be needed (see Sections 12 
and 13) in passing to characteristic p in the proof of Proposition A. 
In the case A is a field, this result is essentially proved in Section 63 of 
[71]. The point is that in using Koszul cohomology (degree 0 part) 
to approximate Grothendieck cohomology, when A is a field the 
convergence is quite nice: all the modules are isomorphic from some 
point on. When the base ring is not a field, but a Noetherian domain, 
we need that this happens uniformly for all fibers over points of a dense 
open set in Spec A. See also Remark 8.4. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let A be a Noetherian domain, and let R be a 
jinitely generated graded A-algebra such that R, = A and R = A[R,]. 
Let f = fO ,..., f, generate the A-module of l-forms R, of R. Let E be a 
finitely generated graded R-module. Then there exist a positive integer N 
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and an element a E A - {O> such that for every Noetherian A,-algebra B, 
we have 
g H’(C,‘(fN+t &, 1; E, &, B)) 
Ei . . . 
= ffProj(R @A, B); (Ea @A, BP), 
where the maps are those from the direct limit system of Section 5(b). 
Proof. Map the polynomial ring A[x, ,..., xn] onto R by the A- 
homomorphism which takes x, -+ fi , 0 < i < 7t. It does not matter 
whether we perform the computations over R or over A[x, ,..., xn]. 
Hence, we assume that R = A[x, ,..., x,J. Let K be the fraction field 
of A. Let So be a left graded free resolution of E over R by finitely 
generated graded free modules (each of which will be a direct sum of 
copies of R(d), d E Z varying) and degree 0 maps. If we apply K @A we 
see that, for large Y, the modules of cycles K 0” 2, are projective and 
hence (since they are graded) free, and it follows that for a suitable v 
and a, E A - {0}, Aa @A 2, is free, and hence a direct sum of copies of 
RJd), d E Z varying. Thus, we may choose a, E A - (0) such that Ea, 
has a finite left graded free resolution X by finite direct sums of copies 
of Ral(d), d varying, where the maps have degree 0. By Lemma 8.1 
we can localize further at a2 E A - (0} so that E, , a = ala, , is A,-free. 
Let 
N = max({l} u {d’ > 1: Q---d’ - A) occurs in S,}). 
We shall show that this choice of a, N works. It is easy to see that 
since E, and all the R,(d) are A,-flat, X, + E, + 0 breaks up into 
short exact sequences of Adflat modules. Let B be an A,-algebra. 
We write ’ for the result of applying @,, B( =BA A, BA, B) or @A. B. 
Because X;, -+ E, + 0 breaks up as mentioned, %,’ + E’ + 0 is still 
exact. Thus, E’ has a finite free graded resolution by direct sums of 
copies of R’(d), d E Z varying (note that R’ = B[x, ,.. ., x,]), namely S,‘, 
and the integers d such that R’(-d) occurs in X,’ are the same as the 
integers d such that RJd) occurs in %, . 
For the rest of this argument, we abbreviate H’(C;(x’; M)), when M 
is a finitely generated graded R’-module, to H,‘(M). All we need to 
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show is that for t > N, Hti(E’) + Hi+,(E) is an isomorphism for all i. 
We shall prove this by induction on the length of the resolution for E’. 
First, consider the case where E’ is a direct sum of modules R’(d). 
We can reduce at once to the case where E’ = R’(d). For 1 < i < n - 1 
the Hf(R’(d)) vanish, because x,, ,..., X, is an R’-sequence. If i = 0, 
the map 
is an isomorphism if t > 1, since both modules equal R,‘. 
Now consider the case i = n. Then 
12 
= %+l)t+d /I Xit%-d y i=O 
and the map H,“(R’(d)) + Hr+“,,(R’(d)) is induced by multiplication by 
Lx-0 ,...) x, . It follows that H,“(R’(d)) is the free B-module on monomials 
of degree (n + 1)t + d modulo its free submodule spanned by those 
monomials in which the exponent of some xi is at least t. The quotient 
is isomorphic to the free B-module on the monomials of degree 
(n + 1)t + d such that each exponent is less than t. It follows without 
difficulty that Hfn(R’(d)) stabilizes when t >, max(1, -d - B). 
We are now ready to use induction on the length q > 1 of the free 
resolution. Call the resolution 
O-+M,-+ --. -+ Ml -+ MO --f E’ --f 0. 
Let E* = ker(M, +- E’). Then E* has the shorter resolution 
O-tM,-+ *-- + Ml + E* - 0, 
and we can assume the result for E* (same N) and for AZ,, (same N). 
Since C’(xt, R’) is a free complex over R’, the short exact sequence 
gives rise, by tensoring, to a short exact sequence of complexes: 
0 + C-(x”; E*) + C(x”; MO) + C-(x$ E’) + 0. 
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Taking 0th graded pieces and then passing to cohomology, we get a 
long exact sequence for each t, and these fit together to give commutative 
diagrams 
--f H&E*) - Hti(M,) - H,i(E’) + 
-H;+?(L) Hi 144) *-+ t+1 0 -+ H’l,, t+1 ’ +. 
Now assume that t > N, so that the vertical arrows in the E*, MO 
terms are isomorphisms and Hf(M,J = 0, 1 < i < n - 1. This leads 
to diagrams 
(4 
0 + H;;(F) + H:(E*) - H,n(M,) - H;(E’) - 0 
Ill II? 
0 --+ H:!(E) + H:+Q*) + H,“,,(M,) + H,n,,(E’) -+ 0, 
0 + H&?S’) -+ H:+l(E*) -+ 0 
(b) 4 111 1 <i<n-2, 
0 + H;+,(E’) + H;:;(E*) + 0, 
0 + H,O(E*) - Hto(Mo) - H,O(E’) - H,l(E*) - 0 
(4 II1 II? 4 II? 
0 + H:+,(E*) - H,+,(W,) - H:+,(E’) -+ H,:@*) - 0, 
and it follows easily that H,i(E’) + IIt+, is also an isomorphism, 
t>,iv,O<i<n. Q.E.D. 
Remark 9.2. In applying this result, B will have the form A,/d 
for a suitable maximal ideal A! of A, . 
10. RBSUMB OF INVARIANT THEORY 
In this section we want to recall some basic definitions and facts 
from invariant theory. Let G be a linear algebraic group ([9, p. 941) over 
a field K, and let K[C;I be its affine coordinate ring. By a K-rational 
action u of G on a K-algebra S, we mean an action over K of 
the group scheme G on Spec(S), which will be given by a K-morphism 
a: G x,Spec(S) + Spec(S) satisfying certain conditions. See [53, p. 2, 
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Definition 0.31. Corresponding to cr is a dual action 6: S + K[G] ox S 
(6 is a K-homomorphism of rings). If instead of S we have an arbitrary 
K-vector space V, an action u of G on V may be defined in terms of a 
dual action 8: V -+ K[GJ & V (K-vector space homomorphism). 
We refer the reader to [53] for details. We specify for once and for all 
that all homomorphisms, morphisms, etc., are over K. 
Let L be an overfield of K. Then the set of L-points G, = 
mor(Spec(L), G) is a group and the dual action 6 induces an action of 
G, on L OK S (respectively, L OK V) by ring (respectively, vector space) 
automorphisms. In fact, an element of GL corresponds to a homo- 
morphism a: K[G] ---t L and then (j, , (a OK ids) o 6) is the required 
map L@KS+L@KS, where j,: L --FL OK S (j,(x) = x @ 1). 
(We can replace S by V.) We shall say that a vector space V with such 
an action is a G-module. A subspace W C V is G-invariant or a G-sub- 
module if 6(W) C K[G] OK W, w i e v E V is invariant if 6(v) = 1 @ v. h 1 
This is equivalent to requiring that for every overfield L of K, L OK W 
(respectively, 1 gL v) is invariant under the action of G, on L OK V. 
The invariant elements form the maximal trivial G-submodule VG of V. 
Now suppose that every representation of G on a finite-dimensional 
vector space V is a direct sum of irreducible representations. Then 
we say that G is linearly reductive (the term reductive is used in [53]), 
and there is a canonical G-module retraction p: V -+ VG for every 
G-module V, called the ReynoZ& operator. In fact, every G-module is a 
direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules, and the unique 
G-module complement for VG is the sum of all the nontrivial irreducible 
G-submodules of V. Moreover, the functor V F+ VG is an exact functor 
from G-modules to trivial G-modules. We refer the reader to [53, 
Chap. I, Section l] for details. There is a down-to-earth treatment over 
algebraically closed fields in [23]. 
In the case where V = S, the Reynolds operator p: S + SC turns 
out to be an SC-module homomorphism (cf. line (*) on p. 27 of [53]). 
Remark 10.1. The fact that SC is a direct summand of S as an 
SC-module is the only fact that we need from invariant theory in order 
to prove the Main Theorem in characteristic p: it then follows at once 
from the characteristicp Theorem of the Introduction, which was proved 
in Section 7. Since there are few linearly reductive groups in charac- 
teristic p (see [58] for the classification), it is all the more surprising that 
the proof of the Main Theorem can proceed by reduction to characteristic 
p. (Almost all the information coming from the original group action 
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is lost in the reduction: only “finitely many” crucial consequences are 
retained.) 
The linearly reductive groups over a field of characteristic 0 are 
identical with the reductive groups, by the classification of [58]. The 
issue is unaffected by passing to an algebraically closed ground field, 
and the condition is then that the radical of the connected component G,, 
of the identity be a torus. (Then G, is isogenous to the direct product 
of a torus and a semisimple algebraic group G,’ which may be taken to 
be the commutator subgroup of G, . See Lemma 10 of [58].) 
We next want to observe that the Main Theorem reduces at once to 
the case where G is (absolutely) connected. Note that by [58] and 
part (b) of the Proposition on p. 86 of [9], G has a normal connected 
(equivalently, absolutely connected) linearly reductive subgroup G, 
such that G, = G/G,, is finite. If So0 is Cohen-Macaulay, (SGo)Gl = SC 
will be by [34, Proposition 13, p. 10331. 
Hence, from now on in the proof of the Main Theorem, we might 
as well assume that the characteristic of K is 0 and that G is connected. 
As remarked in Section 4, it will certainly suffice to prove Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 10.2. We note that by Theorem 18.2(ii), p. 382 of [9], if G 
is reductive and K is perfect, then if G is connected, it is unirational 
over K, so that if K is infinite, the K-rational points GK are Zariski-dense 
in G. It follows that in defining G-invariant subspaces and invariant 
elements of a G-module V, we only need to require invariance under 
the action of GK . 
The following trivial fact is quite useful: 
LEMMA 10.3. If G is connected and permutes jinitely many subspaces 
V 1 ,**-, Vl of a G-module V, then VI ,..., Vt are G-s&modules. 
Proof. We may assume the field is algebraically closed, and that 
{V,}i is the orbit of VI . Choose wJ E Vi - uj+i Vi for each i and 
consider instead of V a finite-dimensional G-submodule v’ containing 
the r+ . Replace Vi by Vi) = I” n V, . Then {Vi’>, corresponds to a 
finite orbit of G under the induced action of G on the Grassmannian 
of r-subspaces of V’, where r is the common dimension of the V,‘, 
and since G is connected, the orbit must be a single point. Q.E.D. 
Remark 10.4. If the algebraic group G is not reductive, one usually 
does not know even that its rings of invariants are finitely generated 
(see, e.g., [61]). (Confer Remark 11.4, however.) 
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11. REDUCTION TO THE GRADED CASE 
As noted in Section 10, in the proof of the Main Theorem we can 
assume that G is connected (and even that the characteristic of K is 0, 
but we will not use this fact in the present section). Thus, it is certainly 
enough to prove Theorem 4.1. We shall prove here that Theorem 4.1 
follows from Theorem 4.3. Thus, after this section, we shall never 
again need to refer to the action of the group. 
Suppose that we have an action of G on S which yields a counter- 
example to Theorem 4.1. We shall construct from it a counterexample 
to Theorem 4.3. R = SG will have a prime P such that R, is not 
Cohen-Macaulay. Among all such triples (S, R, P), we choose one 
such that ht P is as small as possible. 
Then it is easy to see that we also have an action of G on S, = 
(R - P)-’ S and that (S,)G = R, . Hence, we might as well change 
notation and assume that (R, P) is local. 
Now PS is a G-module and PS n R = P. Since S is Noetherian, 
we can choose Q, an ideal of S, maximal with respect to the properties: 
(1) Q is G-invariant. 
(2) Q n R = P. 
Then S/Q has no G-invariant ideals except 0, S/Q. 
The minimal primes of Q must lie over P and they are permuted 
by G and, therefore, G-invariant. By maximality, Q itself is prime. 
Since Q is a G-module, Qn is for every n, and 
S’ = gro S = S/Q @Q/Q” @ *** @ Q”iQ*+l @ *.- 
is a G-module. We shall show that R’ = SG C S* = graSo So gives 
a counterexample to Theorem 4.3. In fact, we shall establish the 
following facts: 
(1) The action of G commutes with the grading on S’. Let 
B = S/Q. IfL is the fraction field of B, thenL QB S’ g groso So = S* 
is a polynomial ring over L. 
(2) Let R’ = S’G. Then R’ is a finitely generated graded algebra 
over the field K’ = R/P(=B=). Moreover, the map R’ + S* is not 
only injective, it is pure (see Section 6). 
(3) S’ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. That is, for any 
G-invariant prime 9, Si is regular. 
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(4) Let P, = Qn n R, n>O.ThenP,,=R,P,=P,FCP, 
for all 71, P,P, C Ps+j for all i, j, and there is a fixed integer c > 1 such 
that if n > c, 
n-1 
P, = c Pip&. 
i=l 
For this c, P, C Pn for all n. 
Moreover, 
(5) dim R’ = dim R. 
(6) Let P’ be the irrelevant maximal ideal of R’. If Rk, is Cohen- 
Macaulay, then so is R. 
(7) If B # P’ is any other prime of R’, then R& is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Proof of (l)-(7). Since Q is G-invariant, So is regular, and 
S* = gr0s4 SO is a polynomal ring over So/QSo g Bc,,) = L. The 
isomorphism L ge s’ g groSp So follows easily from the fact that 
localization is exact. The other statements in (1) are trivial. 
R’ inherits a grading from S’. Let p denote the Reynolds operator. 
p(Q”) is the set of invariant elements in Qn, i.e., Qn n R = P, . Now 
R,’ = (Sn’)c = (Q”/Q”+l)c = P,/P,+l (by the exactness of VH VG; 
see Section 10). This establishes the last statement of (4), and also that 
R,’ = RIP = K’. Now, R’ is Noetherian because it is a direct summand 
of S’, and hence it is a finitely generated graded K-algebra (cf. Lemma 
5.7 and its proof in [23]). 
To see that R’ + S* is pure (in particular, injective), let M be an 
R’-module and let j, : M + M gR, S*. Suppose jM(m) = 0, i.e., 
m&l =O. Since S*gL@,S’, m’=m&l in M&S’ is a 
B-torsion element. Let % = (b E B: bm’ = 0). Then % is a G-invariant 
ideal of B and is not zero, so that ‘$l = B, i.e., m’ = 0. But R’ -+ 5” 
is pure because R’ is a direct summand of s’, and so m = 0, as required. 
This establishes (2). 
Remark 11.1. Note that while G acts on S*, there is no reason to 
assume that the action is rational. Hence, even though (S*)G = R’, we 
cannot conclude that R’ is a direct summand of S* by a Reynolds 
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operator argument. (S *G = R’ for ifs’ E S’, b E B - {0}, and d/b E S*G, 
then VI = {b’ E B: b’(s’/b) E S’} is a G-invariant nonzero ideal of B, 
hence ‘2X = B, and s’lb E SC = R’.) 
Remark 11.2. Q/Q” is a finitely generated projective B-module and 
the obvious surjection of the symmetric algebra S,(Q/Q”) onto S’ = gr,S 
(note S,’ = S/Q = B, S,’ = Q/Q2, and S’ is generated over S,,’ by S,‘) 
is an isomorphism. Q/Q2 is projective because {b E B: (Q/Q”& is projective} 
is a nonzero G-invariant ideal of B. S,(Q/Q”) + gr,S is injective 
because in degree i the kernel is a finitely generated torsion B-module 
(we certainly have an isomorphism after tensoring with L) whose 
annihilator is a nonzero G-invariant ideal of B, and therefore is B. 
Continuing with proof of (l)-(7), we next note that if 52 is a G-invariant 
prime of S’, then 2? n B is a proper G-invariant ideal of B, and therefore 
2? n B = (0). Thus, S; is a further localization of (B - {O})-l S’ = 
L @ S’ = S*, and is regular. This proves (3). 
In (4) the statements P,, = R, Pi = P, Pn C P, for all n, and 
PiPi C Pi+i for all i, j are trivial. 
To prove the existence of c, we introduce some auxiliary rings. 
Suppose that Q = (pi ,..., &S. Let y be an indeterminate and extend 
the action of G on S to S[y] by letting G act trivially on y. Since Q is 
G-invariant, S[Qy] = S[p,y,..., qky] C S[y] is also G-invariant, and 
S[Qy] is evidently Noetherian. Clearly, 
S[Qyl” = 2 Piri, 
i=O 
which is then a graded Noetherian R-algebra (Noetherian, because it 
is a direct summand of S[Qy]). H ence, CTGoEo Piyi is finitely generated 
as an R-algebra, and we can choose c such that x:1’, Piyi generates. 
It follows that for n >, c, 
as required, and also that for every N, 
PN= c Pi,“‘Pi,, 
(i,.*.*,I,)d(N) 
where 9(N) consists of all t-tuples of elements of (l,..., c - l}, t 
varying, whose sum is N. 
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If N = IX, each t which occurs is an, since each i, < c, and hence 
Pm C P. This completes the verification of (4). 
If H, H’ are the Hilbert polynomials for R (or gr,R), R’, respectively 
(so that H(B) or H’(n) is t(R/Pn) or t(R/P,) for large n) (see [74, Chap. 
II B and Chap. III B, Section 21, then P,, C Pn C P, for all n implies 
Hycn) > H(n) 2 H’( tt ) f or all large n, and hence dim R’ = deg H’ = 
deg H = dim R, and we have proved (5). 
We next want to prove that if R; is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is R. 
We make use of an idea of L. J. Ratliff, Jr. in [35, p. 1711 (proof that 
(4.11.3) implies (4.11.1)). First of all, if Rjp, is Cohen-Macaulay, then R’ 
is (Lemma 3.2). Let 
R* = [i W] WI CRb, llrl. 
i--o 
Thus, R* = S@y]“[l/y] is a finitely generated R-algebra, and we think 
of it as an analogue of the Rees ring. Let v = l/y. It is easy to see that 
R*/vR* e Ii’. Hence, if & is a maximal ideal of R* such that v E A, 
R*d is Cohen-Macaulay. Let 
#: R* + (R/P)[w] 
be the homomorphism which reduces coefficients modulo P, and let v 
be the composition of 4 and the map (R/P)[v] + R/P which kills v. 
(Note that 97 is not defined on all of R[y, l/y].) Let .&Z = ker v and 
Jlr = ker y%. Then v E &Y so that R*& is Cohen-Macaulay, and .,V C +&Y 
so that R*x is Cohen-Macaulay. Now v $ Jy^, so that y E R*N, and 
if N’ = MR*[y], we have R*[y] = R[y, l/y] and M’ = PR[y, I/y]. 
Then 
a faithfully flat local extension of R which is Cohen-Macaulay. It follows 
that R is Cohen-Macaulay (see Lemma 3.1), as required. This completes 
the proof of (6). 
As for (7), s’ again satisfiesthehypothesisof TheoremAl andR’ = S’G. 
Let 9 be a minimal (necessarily homogeneous) prime of the defining 
ideal of the non-Cohen-Macaulay points of Spec(R’). Assume 9’ 5 P’. 
Now ht P’ = dim R’ = dim R = ht P. Hence ht B < ht P, and since 
R,’ is not Cohen-Macaulay; we have contradicted the minimality of 
ht P among counterexamples to Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. for (l)-(7). 
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Now, in the notation of Theorem 4.3, if we let S = S*, R = R’, 
K = K’, then the hypotheses are satisfied and Theorem 4.3 implies 
that R’ is Cohen-Macaulay, and hence that R is, a contradiction. Thus, 
in order to complete the proof of the Main Theorem, we need only prove 
Theorem 4.3. 
But: 
LEMMA 11.3. Proposition A of the Introduction and Proposition B of 
Section 4 together imply Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. Since R is pure in S, R is integrally closed (Proposition 
6.15(b)). Hence, R will be Cohen-Macaulay unless dim R 3 3 and 
we might as well assume this. We have grade R > 2 (since R is integrally 
closed), and if f. ,..., f, is any homogeneous system of parameters for R, 
(f. ,..., f,)S n R = (f. ,..., fi)R, 0 < i < Y - 1, by Lemma 6.2. From 
Proposition A, Hi(X, 0,) = 0, i > 1 (where X = Proj R), and then 
all the hypotheses of Proposition B are satisfied and R is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Q.E.D. 
Thus, to complete the proofs of all our Theorems we need only prove 
Propositions A and B. Proposition A is proved in Sections 12 and 13 
and Proposition B is proved in Sections 15 and 16 after some preliminary 
material is developed in Section 14. 
Remark 11.4. Suppose that in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 we 
assume that G is connected, but instead of assuming that G is linearly 
reductive we assume that S is a direct sum of finite-dimensional 
irreducible G-modules instead. It turns out not to be difficult to show 
that this is still true for every auxiliary G-module considered in the 
reductions made in this section (they all turn out to be direct sums of 
the irreducibles which occur in S) and the reduction can be carried 
through in this generality. Hence, Theorem 4.1 is true under the weaker 
hypothesis that the representation of G on S reduces completely. 
12. PROOF OFPROPOSITION A, FIRST STEP: DESCENT 
We begin now the proof of Proposition A. The case where the 
characteristic of K is positive has already been handled (Section 7). 
Hence, we assume characteristic K = 0. 
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Let R’ = L[h(R)] C S, and let (X’, O,r) = Proj R’. Then vi* factors: 
and it suffices to show that the second map is 0. Thus, we might as well 
assume that K = L and that h is injective. 
If we define Rtna) by 
P9, = Rn, , 
then the inclusion R(@ C R induces an isomorphism Proj R z Proj Rtm), 
and then R(@(t)” is identified with R(mt)“. 
If we replace R by Rem) (and d by md) for suitable m, Rfm) will be 
generated by its l-forms, the m-forms of R. (See p. 403 of [82].) If we 
further replace R(m) by R( M’) and denote by Ox(l) the very ample sheaf 
R(mm’)-, then for sufficiently large m’ we will have 
Ezyx, Ox(l)) = 0, i > 1. 
Hence, there is no loss of generality in assuming that (a) R = L[R,J, i.e., 
R is generated by its l-forms, and (b) Hi(X, Ox(l)) = 0, i > 1. See 
[54, p. 471 or the section on Cohomology of Projective Schemata in [16] 
for a summary of the relevant facts from [71] or [24a, Chap. 111.21. 
We have not changed notation, so that the t-forms of R are td-forms of 5’. 
We now want to reduce to a situation where L is the fraction field of a 
finitely generated Z-algebra A. 
Letf, ,..., f, E R, be such that R = L[fo ,..., f,] and map L[x,, ,..., xn] 
(where the x, are indeterminates) L-homomorphically onto R so that xi 
maps tofi , 0 < i < n. Let g, ,..., g, generate the kernel ideal, and let A 
be the finitely generated Z-subalgebra of L generated by the coefficients 
offo ,...,fn 9 g, ,--*, g, . We want to localize at several (but Jinitely many) 
nonzero elements of A so as to obtain what, for our purposes, will be a 
“very good” approximation of the original situation. 
Let R, = A[& ,..., f,l. We successively localize at elements of A, 
so that conditions (i)-(vi) b e ow 1 hold. We shall not change our notation 
for A, even as we successively localize. It should be noted that each 
condition is preserved under further localization. By the results of 
Sections 8 and 9 we can localize so that: 
(i) RA is A-free (Lemma 8.1). 
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(ii) R = L @A R,. (T o see this, note that we have a sequence 
0 - (g, ,..., gh) - &, ,..., ~1 - R, - 0 
which becomes exact upon applying QA L, and hence also when we apply 
aA KA , where KA is the fraction field of A. Its homology consists of 
A-torsion modules which are finitely generated A[x,, ,..., x,]-modules. 
Hence, by Corollary 8.2, the homology is annihilated by a single nonzero 
element of A.) 
Let (X, , OrA) = Proj(R,) and &r,(l) = RA( 1) *. 
Continuing, we can localize so that: 
(iii) The modules Hi(X, , OxA) and Hi(XA , OrA( are A-free. 
(These are finitely generated modules: see [54, p. 471 for a summary of 
the relevant facts, the section on Cohomology of Projective Schemata in 
[16], or [24a, Chap. 1112.2.21. Moreover, localization on A, and, more 
generally, flat extension of scalars, commutes with formation of sheaf 
cohomology.) 
By (i) and (iii), the complexes CO.(fao; RA) and C;(f”; RJ = 
GV”; h(l)) ( see Section 5) are A-flat and have A-flat cohomology. 
Hence, starting at the right, they break up into short exact sequences 
of flat A-modules: 
(From the flatness of Ci and B i+l, one gets the flatness of zi. From the 
flatness of Zi and Hi one gets the flatness of Bi.) 
It then follows that for every Noetherian A-algebra T: 
ff’(& , oxT) = ff’(X, , GA) @A T, 
WXr 9 Q+.(l)) = H’(X, 2 G,,(l)) @A T, 
where we make the convention that when QA is one of the objects we 
have described involving A, QT denotes QA QA T or QA x A Spec(T), 
whichever is appropriate. Hence, Xr = X, @A Spec(T) here. 
Continuing, we can localize so that: 
(iv) The conclusion of Proposition 9.1 holds, for a certain N, 
for both E = R, and E = R,(l). (Recall that we may identify 
C,,*(f$ R,(l)) and C;(f$ RJ.) 
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Let S, = d[rO ,..., ~~1 CL[y, ,..., r,] = S. Let U, = Proj(S,) - 
V(fo ,.‘., f,). Then for each i there is a commutative diagram: 
M( u, 0,) 2-- H’( U” , GA) 
wt* t t .q*(A) 
which is induced by the following commutative diagram of ring 
inclusions: 
s-ss, 
t t 
R-RA 
Since R E L @A RA , we may identify 
q-z w with L @A H’(xA , OXA), 
and #A(e) is then identified with 1 @A 19 for each 8. Since vi* is L-linear, 
in order to show that y< * = 0, i > 1, it suffices to show that &*jGA = 0. 
(This will still be true if we localize A further.) For the rest of 
the argument, we fix i > 1 and a single 0 E H’(XA , oxA). We shall 
show that Y$*#A(e) = 0 for this 8. Since 8 was arbitrary, the result will 
follow. Notice that the question of whether ,*#@) is 0 is unaffected 
by further localization of A. 
From (iv) it follows that F+*(A) is induced by the inclusion 
co-(f? RA) + c;(f? SA) 
for any t > N. We fix, for the rest of the argument, a cocycle x in 
Cgi(fN; RA) which represents 0. We will also regard x as an element 
of ci(fN; S,). 
Now let a?r ,..., OL, be the images, in Ci(fN; SA), of the usual free 
generators of c-l(fN; SJ. Thus, 01~ ,..., 01, generate the module of 
coboundaries in Ci(fN; S,,).’ Let 
A: sZ+l+ Ci(fN; S,) 
be the map which takes the first generator to z and the other generators 
to a1 ,..., au . Continuing, we can localize so that: 
(v) Coker (A) is A-free. 
607113/2-4 
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It then follows that Im(h), ker(h) are A-flat, and that for any A-algebra 
T, ker(h @A idr) g ker(h) @A T. In other words, ker(h @A idT), which 
is the module of relations on x @ 1, q @ l,..., 01, @ 1, is generated as a 
T-module by the images of the relations on x, a1 ,..., CX, (the elements 
of ker(h)). 
Finally, we localize so that: 
(vi) SA/RA is A-free (Lemma 8.1.) 
Thus, for any A-algebra T, R, -+ Sr is injective, for the kernel is an 
image of TorlA(T, SA/RA). 
We have now localized sufficiently and made a suitable descent, 
and we can go on to the second stage of the argument. 
13. PROOF OFPROPOSITION A, SECOND STEP: 
THE KEY ARGUMENT IN CHARACTERISTICS 
We continue with all the notation, terminology, and conventions of 
the preceding section. Choose and fix for the rest of the argument a 
maximal ideal J?’ of A. Since A is a finitely generated Z-algebra, &’ 
contains a positive prime integer p. Let K = A/&if, which is a field of 
characteristic p. 
In accordance with the convention made in the preceding section, 
we replace the subscript A by K to indicate the result of applying BA K 
or xA SpeC(K), as the case may be. We shall write U’ rather than u @A 1 
to denote images of elements after applying mA K. 
We use F for the Frobenius map as in Section 7, and also for the 
Frobenius with its range restricted. 
Suppose for the moment that T is any ring of characteristic p and 
that ua ,..., u, E T. We define 
where F(K’(ujt; T)) denotes K(~ipl; F(T)). 
Note that F actually induces a map, which we also denote by F: 
F: Ki(ut; T) + Ki(upt; F(T)). 
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In case there is only one u we have, in fact, the diagram: 
O-T& T-O 
F 
1 1 
F 
O+F(T)%F(T)+O, 
and for arbitrary u we tensor the individual maps of complexes. If T is 
reduced, F: T -+ F( T) is a ring isomorphism, and hence F: K’ ---t F(K*) 
is an isomorphism of complexes of abelian groups. If T is graded, it 
does not preserve degrees: it multiplies them by p (if we grade F(T) by 
means of its inclusion in T). 
The inclusion F(T) C T also induces an inclusion of complexes: 
F(K’(d; T)) = K’(&;F(T)) C K-(@; T). 
Similar remarks apply to Fe ( pe replaces p), and similar remarks 
also apply if we replace K’ by C’ throughout. 
Now choose any form of degree 1, say w, in R, . (Note that, by (vi), 
R, C SK = K[yo ,-.., yml; and R , SK are reduced. We shall be applying 
our previous remarks with u = f’ and T = R, or SK). 
Then x’ E COi(f’N; R,J. We can choose e such that pe > d (where d is 
the number which multiplies degrees under the map R -+ S and hence 
under the maps RA --f S,, , R, + SK). Then: 
F”(d) E Co*(f’@N; Fe@,)) C Coi(f’@N; R,) 
is a cocyde, and 
wF”(z’) E Clf(f’~‘N; R,) 
is a cocycle. Since peN > N, 
Hi(Ci(f”“N; RJ> E HY-K , GK(l)) 
e H*(X, , 8,,(l)) @A K = 0. 
(Confer (iii) and ( iv in ) S t ec ion 12 and Proposition 9.1.) Hence, wFe(x’) 
is a coboundary in Ci(f’psN; RJ and hence certainly in Ci(f’paN; A’,). 
It follows that we have a relation 
wP(2’) + i SJq%‘) = 0 
V=l 
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where the s, E SK , for the P(o~“‘) are the images in c(f’peN; SK) of the 
usual basis for Ci--l(f’peN; SK) and hence generate the module of 
coboundaries over S, . 
Let D be the module of relations, over P(S,J, on F~(z’), 
Fe(cy,‘),...,Fe(~U’). Then the relations on these elements over SK , when 
they are regarded in 
Cy+N; As,), 
are generated over S, by the relations D over Fe(S,), because: 
(4 SK = dye ,..., yml is regular and hence (faithfully) flat over 
Fe( S,), and 
(b) C(f’pbN; SK) E S, @Fe(SK) C*(f’pbN; Fe(&)). 
Hence, if we let 
then w E J and 
Since J is generated over S, by forms of Fe(S,) and contains a nonzero 
form w E SK of degree d < p”, J must contain a nonzero form Fe(p) of 
degree 0, so that p E K - {0}, and 
wis)Fe(4 + p(S”)Fe(q,‘) = 0. 
But then ,8x’ + C, s+,’ = 0 and x’ + XV /3-%,oly = 0. But by (v) 
the relations on x’, a,‘,..., 01,’ over SK are generated by those which come, 
by tensoring, from relations on 2, 01~ ,..., 01~ over S, . 
It follows that there is a nonzero element a E A such that 
ax + C S,OI, = 0 (where the s, E S, here), and by taking degree 0 parts 
and using the fact that a is invertible in L, we see that the image of z 
represents 0 in W(C,,‘(fN; S)), and hence (t,bA’ys(A))(B) = 0, and 
y,+,(e) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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14. ARITHMETICALLY COHEN-MACAULAYPROJECTIVESCHEMES 
Throughout this section, R is a finitely generated graded K-algebra, 
with R, = K, irrelevant maximal ideal P, and (X, 0,) = Proj R. 
We shall say that a projective scheme (X, Ox) is arithmetically Cohen- 
Macaulay if there exists an R’ as above such that X = Proj R’ and R’ 
is Cohen-Macaulay. We shall assume throughout that dim X > 1 
(i.e., dim R > 2). 
PROPOSITION 14.1. Let (X, 0,) = Proj R, us abooe. Suppose 
P(X, 0,) E K and that Rp is Cohen-Macaulay for each prime ideal 
9 # P of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (X, 0,) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, 
(2) X is Cohen-Macaulay of pure dimension, say r, and 
W(X,O,) =0, 1 ,<i<r- 1. 
(3) For some positive integer d, R(d) is Cohen-Macaulay. (Recall: 
Rtd) = C Bdln R, . (R(e)), = R,, .) 
(4) For every sujiciently large positive integer d, Red) is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Proof. We shall show (1) * (2) * (4) * (3) => (1). If R’ is a 
Cohen-Macaulay graded ring, all the minimal primes are homogeneous, 
hence contained in the irrelevant maximal ideal P’, and hence all have 
the same coheight, and Proj R’ has pure dimension. X = Proj R’ is 
Cohen-Macaulay (see Lemma 3.3), and @(X, Ox) = 0,l < i < r - 1, 
by Proposition 5.1, with E = R’. Thus (1) => (2). 
To see that (2) * (4), first note that R, satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemma 7.1, and hence @.,+(R,,) e H,%(R) has finite length, 
0 < i < r = dim(R) - 1. Hence, with respect to the grading discussed 
in Section 5, each Hpi(R), 0 < i < r, has only finitely many graded 
pieces which are not 0. Choose dI > 0 such that if 1 N 1 > dI , then 
(Hpi(R))N = 0, 0 < i < r. 
For each d, let Ptd) be the irrelevant maximal ideal of Red). Let f 
denote a set of forms f. ,..., f, which generate an ideal primary to P in R. 
It is easy to check that K&,((fd)m; R) can be identified with 
K;((fd)“; Red)) for every N (via the inclusion R(e) + R, which 
multiplies degrees by d). It follows that R(e) -+ R induces isomorphisms 
(H&,(R(d)))N 2 (Hpi(R))Nd , all i, IV. 
Now, assuming (2), (LIpi(R = 0, 0 < i < r: in fact, (H,O(R)), and 
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(H,r(R)), are the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of the map li,,(gK) 
to r(X, Ox) (see Proposition 5.1), and this map is nonzero (dim R > 2 
and hence K = R, cannot be annihilated by a power of P); on the other 
hand, again by Proposition 5.1, (Hpi(R)), s Hi-‘(X, 0,) = 0 by 
hypothesis, 2 < i < r. 
Now, if d > 4, Red) is Cohen-Macaulay. For it is enough to see 
that (H&(R(“))),,, vanishes for all N, 0 \< i < Y. If N # 0, this is 
WP~(-R>>~LN and 1 dN 1 > dl ; if N = 0, this is (Hpi(R)), = 0. Thus 
(2) = (4), and (4) =z=- (3) * (1) is trivial. Q.E.D. 
Remark 14.2. If R has grade at least 2 (in particular, if R is an 
integrally closed domain), then H,O(R) = H,l(R) = 0, and hence their 
0th graded pieces also vanish. Thus, K c r(X, 0,) is automatic. 
Remark 14.3. If we drop the assumption that RB is Cohen-Macaulay 
for all B # P, then (2) * (4) may not hold, but (4) * (3) * (2) o (1) 
does hold. [In fact, (2) 3 (4) fails for the example of Remark 3.4.1 On 
the other hand, if R is generated by R, , then (2) =z=- (4) holds. In this 
situation, (2) implies that Rg is Cohen-Macaulay for all 9 # P, by 
Lemma 3.3. [Alternately, if R is generated by R, , then 0x(t) = R(t)- 
is invertible for all t, so that Serre-Grothendieck duality can be used 
in the proof.] 
Remark 14.4. Let X and Y be arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay 
projective K-schemes of dimensions r, s 2 1 satisfying (2) of Proposi- 
tion 14.1 and r(X, 0x) E K g r(Y, 0,). Suppose also that 
W(X, 0,) = 0 and H”(Y, Oy) = 0. 
Let f: W + X be a K-morphism of projective K-schemes and suppose 
that f is a fiber map with fiber Y. TheB W is arithmetically Cohen- 
Macaulay and H’+s( W, B w) = 0. 
Proof. Since W is locally a product of an open affine of X and the 
scheme Y, whose structure sheaf has trivial higher cohomology, 
it follows from the Kiinneth formula (cf. [54, Lecture 111) that 
R*f,(O W) = 0 for 4 > 0, and the Serre-Leray spectral sequence 
(cf. [l, P. 731) 
degenerates to give that Hp(X,f,(B,)) E H*( W, 0,) for all p. Since 
r( Y, 0,) E K, we have f.+.(O W) = 1!9~ . Thus Hp( W, 0 w) = 0, p > 1, 
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and H”( IV, 0 w) = F( IV, 0,) g K, as required, and since X, Y are 
Cohen-Macaulay of pure dimension r, s and W is locally a product, W 
is Cohen-Macaulay of pure dimension r + s. Q.E.D. 
Remark 14.5. In characteristic 0, absolutely connected nonsingular 
unirational varieties are arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [73] for 
the vanishing of the Hi(X, 0 x , ) i 2 1) and so are fiber spaces formed 
from them. 
Remark 14.6. Structure sheaves of Grassmann varieties have 
trivial higher cohomology in all characteristics (cf. [29], [45], or 1561). 
Hence, since the flag manifolds can be built up by iterated formation 
of fiber spaces in which the base is a previously constructed flag manifold 
and the fiber is a Grassmann variety: 
In all characteristics, the jag manifolds have some homogeneous coordinate 
ring which is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark 14.7. Let R, S be finitely generated graded K-algebras 
dimensions I + 1, s + 1, respectively, r, s > 1 such that R, = K, 
S, = K and R, S are Cohen-Macaulay. Let T be the Segre product of R 
and S, i.e., the ring spanned by the biforms of degree (n, n) in R OK S 
(T, = R, OK S,). Let X, Y, W denote Proj R, Proj S, Proj T, respec- 
tively (IV= X XK Y). W e want to remark that most of the main result 
of [14, Theorem, p. 8191 can be recovered from Proposition 5.1 and the 
Kiinneth formula. The point is that T(n)” z R(n)” BK S(n)- and 
the Kiinneth formula yields 
(*I WC T(n)“) g C @ Hi(X, R(n)“) &fP(Y, S(n)-). 
i+j=t 
Chow’s result is that T is Cohen-Macaulay if R, S are proper (in his 
sense) and that the condition is necessary if R and S contain forms of 
all degrees. 
Applying (*) for t = 0 yields the bijectivity of the Serre map (since 
we have it for R and S), and for 1 < t < r + s - 1, every summand 
on the right-hand side of (*) vanishes with the possible exception 
HO(X, R(n)“) OK H”(Y, S(n)*) if t = s, and a similar possible exception 
if t = r. Since H”(X, R(n)“) = R(n)o = R, vanishes when n < 0 and, 
if R contains forms of all positive degrees, not when n > 0, Chow’s 
result is obvious if we interpret “R proper” to mean Hr(X, R(n)“) = 0, 
n > 0. But if f. ,..., f,. is a system of parameters consisting of forms of 
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degree d, direct computation of the appropriate Cech group with 
respect to the open cover {Xji} yields 
where the consecutive maps are induced by multiplication by 
h =f,, ,..., f? . The limit vanishes if and only if for each t there is a K 
such that hkRttr+ljd+n C xi fjl+kRcl+kj7d+n , and for this it is not only 
necessary but also sufficient, by a degree argument, that we have 
R t(?+l)d+n c (fi+'"P*~ f f’“) : hk. Since the fi are an R-sequence (R is 
Cohen-Macaulay), the right-hand side is (fat,..., f,.“) (cf. [20] or [79]) 
and is independent of k. Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the vanishing of Hr(X, R(n)“), n > 0, is that 
R t(r+1h+n c CfotYVfrt), n b 0, 
and this is equivalent to Chow’s definition of proper applied to the 
system of parameters fob,..., f,.l. (This argument was suggested to us 
by a remark of D. Mumford.) 
15. PROOF OFPROPOSITION B, FIRST STEP: DESCENT 
In this section we begin the proof of Proposition B. We set up a 
reduction to characteristic p (i.e., here we shall assume characteristic 0). 
The reader will see that if the characteristic is p in the first place, one 
need only omit the reduction and proceed with the argument given in 
Section 16, where the proof of Proposition B is completed. We refer to 
Section 4 for the statement of Proposition B. 
First extend the given system of parameters f. ,..., f, for R to a set 
of forms f. ,..., f, which g enerate R as a K-algebra. Map K[xo ,..., xn] 
K-homomorphically onto R so that Xi H fi , 0 < i < n, and let 
(81 ,-*-, gh) be the kernel ideal. 
Let A be a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of K which contains the 
coefficients of g, ,..., g, . (As the argument proceeds we shall localize A). 
Let BA be a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of L which (1) contains A, 
(2) contains the coefficients (inL) off0 ,..., f, (as polynomials iny, ,...,Y~), 
and (3) is regular (of course, we can guarantee this by localizing at one 
more element [24b, Chap. IV 6.12.4.11). 
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Thus we have a commutative diagram 
K-L 
t t 
A---B* 
of ring inclusions. 
We now proceed to localize at sufficiently many nonzero elements 
of A (but only $niteZy many) so that the conditions listed below hold. 
Although A changes, we shall not change our notation. 
First, we localize so that: 
(i) If A 3 K is a homomorphism to a field, K @A BA is regular. 
(Starting from a surjection A[T, ,..., TN] 3 B, , we consider the ideal 
generated by the appropriate minors of a suitable Jacobian matrix. 
This ideal contains a nonzero element of A, because KA QA B, is 
regular, where KA is the fraction field of A.) 
Let RA = A[fo ,..., f,] C R, and let S, = BJy, ,..., y,] C S. Let 
X, = Proj(R,). 
We can localize so much that: 
(ii) R, is A-free (Lemma 8.1). 
(iii) R r K BA RA (cf. (ii) in Section 12). 
(iv) RA is module-finite over A[f, ,..., f,.], and R,/A[f, ,..., jr] 
is A-free. (Lemma 8.1). 
Then if K = A/./l, .& a maximal ideal of A, the images of f0 ,..., f, 
are still a System of parameters for K @A RA . 
Now, by virtue of Proposition 14.1 and the hypothesis of Proposition B, 
we can fix an integer d > 1 such that R(d) is Cohen-Macaulay. Note 
that Red) = K 6& RA (@. Likewise, since R is Cohen-Macaulay except 
at P, KA QA RA is as well, and the defining radical ideal of the non- 
Cohen-Macaulay locus of R,., expands to P upon applying @A rC, . 
Hence, if KA is the fraction field of A, KA BA Ry’ is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Since the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus in Spec(R($) is closed (Lemma 3.2), 
its defining ideal must meet A - {O}. Hence, we can localize at an 
element of A - (0) so that: 
(v) Rid’ is Cohen-Macaulay, and (R,Jo is Cohen-Macaulay if 
Q 3 P. 
Since RLd’ is a direct summand of RA , which is A-free, AL” is A- 
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projective and hence faithfully flat over A. It follows from Lemma 3.1 
that, already, 
(vi) A is Cohen-Macaulay. 
We can also localize further so that: 
(vii) SA/RA is A-free (Lemma 8.1). 
(viii) ForO<i<r--1, 
is injective. (If we apply @A K, the map is certainly injective; it would 
be injective even if we further applied QBA L to the second ring. It 
follows that the map becomes injective if we apply @A KA , and hence 
the kernel is A-torsion and we can invoke Corollary 8.2.) 
Note that the injectivity of the above map is equivalent to the 
statement that (fO ,..., fi) SA n RA = (fO ,..., fi) RA . 
Now let 
DA(~) = @A/(fO ,.-,fi) sA)/(RA/(fo ,-.,fi> RA), 
O<i,<r-1. (R egard DA(i) as an A-module.) Then, invoking 
Lemma 8.1 again, we see that we may localize so that: 
(ix) DA(i) is A-free, 0 < i < r - 1. 
We are now ready to pass to characteristic p. 
16. PROOF OFPROPOSITION B, SECOND STEP: 
THE FINAL TWIST IN CHARACTERISTICS 
We are now prepared to complete the argument. Let J&’ be any 
maximal ideal of A (fixed from now on in the proof), let K = A/J&?, 
and let p be the characteristic of K (since A is a finitely generated Z- 
algebra, p > 0). Given one of our objects WA defined in terms of A, 
we write W, for WA @A K (cf. Section 12) and we write w”I instead of 
w @A 1 for the image of w after applying @A K. 
We first observe that in order to prove that R is Cohen-Macaulay, 
it will @ice to prove that R, is Cohen-Macaulay. To see why this is true, 
let PA be the irrelevant ideal of RA . Then JZ + PA = Q is a maximal 
ideal of RA and lies over &? in A. Since RA is A-flat (condition (ii)), 
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(R&2 is a faithfully flat local extension of A& , and, evidently, 
(R&/A(R& E (R,JPK . By (vi), A& is Cohen-Macaulay. Hence, if 
R, is Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that (R,& is Cohen- 
Macaulay. But then, since PA CQ, (R,JPA is Cohen-Macaulay 
and this is the same as KA @A R, localized at KA 6JA PA , since 
(A - {0}) r\ PA = 0. But then, by Lemma 3.2, KA @A RA is Cohen- 
Macaulay and hence so is K oKA (KA QA RA) E K @A RA E R, by 
condition (iii). 
Thus it will suffice, as claimed, to show that R, is Cohen-Macaulay. 
We note the following facts: 
(1) SK E WY, Y..., Yml is regular, and hence reduced, by condition 
(9. 
(2) fO’,..,, fr’ is a system of parameters for R, , by condition (iv). 
(3) RAa’ is Cohen-Macaulay, by condition (v). (Let PL” be the 
irrelevant ideal of RLd’. Since ALa’ is faithfully flat over A, if 
Q’ = Jl + P;?, we have that the Cohen-Macaulay ring (lijqd$=,* is 
faithfully flat over A, , and hence ((R~A,),~/d(Rja’),~) g (R>d))PF) 
is Cohen-Macaulay, and so is Rid’.) Likewise, R, is Cohen-Macaulay 
except at P, . 
(4) R, + S, is injective, by condition (vii), and hence by (.l), R, 
is reduced. 
(5) R,J(fi ,..., fi') R, + S,/(f,‘,..., fi) SK is injective, 0 f i < Y - 1, 
by condition (ix). Thus, 
(f; ,..., fi’) SK n R, = (f; ,..., f;) R, , 0 < i < r - 1. 
Finally, from (3) above and Proposition 14.1, we can choose e so 
large that 
(6) Rip’“’ is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Since R, is reduced, Fe: RK - Fe(R,) is a ring isomorphism, and 
it will suffice to show that Fe(R,) is Cohen-Macaulay. In fact, it will 
suffice to show that F”(f,‘),..., Fe(f,‘) is a regular sequence in F”(R,J. 
Hence, let i be given 0 < i < r - 1, and suppose 
Fe(g) JYfi+,) E Pvb’>,..., Wi’)) T-U 
(Note: fo’ is not a zero divisor since it is part of a system of parameters, 
R, is reduced, and Proj(R,J has pure dimension.) 
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Now,Fe(R,) C Ripe’ * IS an integral extension, so that P(f,‘),..., Fe(f(f7’) 
is a homogeneous system of parameters for the Cohen-Macaulay ring 
R(P*). 
KHence, F”(g) E (F”(f,),..., P(f,‘)) R, (pd). Since all we need to prove is 
that Fe(g) E (Fe&‘),..., F”(f,‘)) Fe(R,J, to complete the proof it will 
suffice to show that 
((P(&‘),..., Fe&‘)) Rp’)) n P(R,J = (P(f,‘),..., P(f,‘))P(RJ, 
so that it will certainly suffice to show that 
((W,‘), . . . . Wfi’)) SK) n Fe(&) = (~e(f,‘) ,..., Wfi’)) WC). 
Now, (fo’,...,h’) R is contracted from SK, and by virtue of the com- 
mutative diagram 
R, - 4s 
PI12 A 
F”(R) c---+ JYSJ, 
it follows that (Fe(f,‘),..., Fe(fi’)) Fe(R,) is contracted from P(S,). 
But every ideal of Fe(SK) is contracted from SK, because SK is regular, 
and therefore faithfully flat over P(S,J, and we consequently have: 
(F’e(f,‘),...,Wh’)) 8,) n WR) = (UWJ,..., Wh’)) SK) n Fe(SK)) n jVCJ 
= ((Wf,‘) ,... , Wh’)) W%)) n WC) 
= (W,‘),..., Wfi’)) Fe&). Q.E.D. 
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